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From the cage they had rAmoved their effects, including- the telescope, and were already preparing to take a.
sight at the comet. Their astonishment at sight of the air-ship can hardly be expressed in words.
"Mercy on us !" gasped Jack. '"What is that, father P" " It looks like an air-ship.''
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The Chase ·o f a · Comet;
/

OR,

Frank Reade, Jr.'s Most Wonderful Aerial Trip With
His New· Air-Ship the "Flash.'' ·
· ·
A MABVELOUS MID-AlB FLIGHT.
I

By "NONAME,"
Author of " -Around the Arctic Circle; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Most Famous Trip With His
Air-Ship, the "Orbit," etc., etc.

CHAPTER I.
THE NEW COME'r,
PROFESSOR ALEXIS MENDON 0( the American School Of Science had
just desceude.t from the observatory where for two whole hours he
had been engaged m watching the heavens, starlit and beautiful.
Below him lay the flashing li2;hts qf Washington, but he bad never
even dei~ned them a gla,nce. His whole attention had been given to
that wh,ch he saw In t!te reflector of the great telescope.
The assistant, John Vance, had stood behind him all the while await·
iog orders.
The professor was to a state or no little excitement, for be expected
noll hoped that hour to make a discovery which would electrify the
·
scientific and astronomic world.
He bad begun to .study the great reflootor, at exactly ten o'clock.
In it wne mirrored the constellation of stars which were the object of
his interest.
·
Slowly time dragged by and he watched. Several times it became
necessary to change the range of the great telescope.
At hqH past ten the attendanl ventured to say:
" We are a little early, sir!"
" Better that than late!'' was the scientist's terse reply.
"Aye, air!" agreed Vance, ~ncitly.
Time went on.
Eleven o'clock came. One hour had passed. 'Still the professor
stared into the reilector.
Another half hour drHted by and Vance stirred n little.
" Keep still!'' said Mendon, harshly.
The attendant winced, bot obeyed. 1'here was already a light or incredulity in his eyes. It was now fifteen minutes or eleven.
One hour nod threA quarters bad passed. The professor's face looked
troubled.
" If it does not come within fifteen minutes,'' he mused. " All my
rt>ckonmg is .at fault.''
,
.John Vance looked as if he doubted tte profesa~r's expectations,
but he said nothing.
But suddenly Mendon drew closer nod watched the reflector· intently. His note-hook lay in his lap, and he made entries witlrout taking
hts g-aze from the reflector.
.
Through the milky whiteness or the nebula he saw a bright nod
tiery star suddenly emerge. It was moving- and increasing in siZP,
. As it developtld more distinctly a long nebulous tail was seen. F()r
full ten minutes the uew comet, for such it was, remained in Bight.
Then it·vanished.
But Mendon knew that this would not be .Jts !net appearance.
Every night after this, at the same hour, nod for a .longer period
each time, it would be vi~ible.
He drew a deep breath and arose.
"John Vllnce." he said, "wipe the lena nn:l hnve all renlly for
to-morrow night at quarter of eleven. The comet has come.''

The attendaut bowed rei>pectfully.
It was then that Professor Mendon descended into his study. 'At
a table upon which were spread many charta sat a young man.
He was handsome and mtellectual, and looked up as Mendon entered.
He saw the light of exultation in the professor's eyes.·
"My boy," cried the latter, "my reckonings are verlllet.l! The
Hopkins comet, after an absence of Iitty years, taaa r.e~uruetl."
" Father,'' exclaimed the young man, springing up, " you don't
menu it!"
'
·
·• Yes, • do, Jack.''
'
Jack Mendon, the professor's son, and who was following rapidly
in his !ather's profession, was much excited.
.
•' What a wonderful revelation this wall be!" be cried. "The Hopkins comet has an enormous orllit, and, if it follows its previous
course, will come ,very near the earth,"
"As near us the moon, my lad."
"Mercy! What a chance thai. will be to study its composition and
other characteristics!"
The professor made a rueful face.
'
"So It ought to be,'' he said, ·•.• but I fear that its proximity to tbfl
earth at that moment can only be viewed from a part of the globe
which has hitherto never been reached by mau. ~·
"And that--"
" Somewhere in the vicinity of the South Pole.''
Jack Mendon was silent for some momenta after this declaration.
He saw at that. moment the apparently sheer impossibility o[ carry•
ing out a cherished project.
B11t with the characteristic hopefu\ness of youth, he would not
abandon the chance for such mi'ghty 'gnins. He would not believe
but tbnt there was some way to gain the desired en<!.
Professor Mendon was gazing hopelessly into the cheerful grate tlra.
He could see no way out or the difficulty.
But he was no old man and had seen many a project placed beyond
anv chance or accomplishment. He was more inured to disappointmenL
'
He knew that many brave men had tried to reach the South Pole
only to fail.
·
There(ore it was not at all likely that be or Jack would . ever be
able to view the comet at its close approach to the earth.
·
Only at this out of the way part' o! the globe would the monster be
visible in his approach. At this point be would be hardly distant from
the earth not more than two hundred and fifty thousand miles.
With a powerful telescope at that moment, such a view could be
bad of his cometaliip as woutd dpuhtless satisfy beyond all doubt, all
specnlatior.s as to its character or size.
It will be easy for the reader to understand or what mighty value to
science this would be.
For instance, the tail or the comet has always been the subject of
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much speculation. Many have claimed that H is a solid appendage,
others that it is but a nebulous trail in the sky.
In :view or all these things, the bitter disappointment of the scientist and his son can be imagined.
But finally Jack, after much thought, ran his fingers. energetically
through his long hair, aLnd exclaimed :
" Is there no possit.le way of gainin11: those latit.udes?''
" I certainly know of none," declared the prof.,ssor,
" Ships bad penetrated quite near it. Perhaps--"
" Nonse&sel No ve88el can ever tuke us far enough sooth. Be sure
or that!"
•• ,Oh, for wings," cried the young sciuntist. " Or perhaps a balloon
would take us thither."
"A talloonf'
The proledsor g a.ve a start, and then paced the .Ooor several times
excitedly back. and forth.
,
"A balloon!" he exclaimed, and his features \7orked convulaively.
"My boy, you bave hit it."
He paused before his son wltb pale and agitated features. There
was a sonorous ring in his voice as be said: .
" Do you see the point? I believe that a strong balloon, launched
from the southern cape of Enderby Land, would take us as far as the
Pole, or far enough to see the comet."
Jack looked intensely at his father.
"So il would," he agreed, " but--"

One was a type of Irishman right from the Emerald Isle. His. name
was Barney O'Shea.
The other was a negro, black as a coal and full or run. Ife an·
swered to the name of Pomp.
.
·
Barney and Pomp chanced to enter the room a(! Frank was' read·
ing about the scientiets and their trip to the South Pole.
I
At once the young invantor said':
''Bow is work progressing on toe new rotasco;~e for the Flasb'r
" It's all II:Jieb·ed, sorl'' replied the Celt, with a duck o( the bead.
" It am a'rigbt, soh!" lnterjt>cted the darky, rolling his eyes.
"Good!" cried Frank, with evident pleasure, "then ttJe new airabtp ts almost reauy for a mid-air Oight."
" Yis, sor!" replied B11rney, with a grin, "but if pbwat som~ av
thim say cums throe, she'll niver .Oy!"
I
" How-is that?" asked Frank, sharp!]'.
r
" Shure, sor, wan spalpeen met rne on the 1tbreet to-day an' wanted to bate me tin to wan q1at the air-ship cud nivt'r lly. Be said tliat
navlga.tion of the air was nlver yit solved, an' niver wud be!''
'.
"Indeed!" exclaimed Frank, with asperity. " You llhould ba\8
taken that het, Barney. However, it is well yoq did not, for I ca.t
never approve or b~>tting. But he is mistaken!''
'
•• Golly! I done fink he ani, sahl" declared Pomp; "dare ain' no
,
sight ob sense in nobody sayin' dat air.abip ain' gwlne ter Hy.''
" We'll · show them!" said Fraok, resolutely, "bot I r.m an.xious
that she shall be got ready as quickly as possible! I inteud to start
upon a tong aerial voya~te with her at once.
~ ·What!"
I
Barney and Pomp exchanged delighted glances.
"How wollld we ever returnf'
Tbe·prospect was too much for them.
Professor Mendon's frame quivered. Be look~d at. his eon again,
and there was a strange li!!'ht in bi1 eyes.
Barney turned a ll1p-Oap, and .Pomp stood on his head. When they
bad recovered from lbls ebullition Frank smiled and said:
"We could never return!" .
Startletl beyond measure, Jack Mendon for a moment could not
"I have fo!lnd a very important and philanthropic mission to make
apeak. Then he said :
It an object for our next journey. I am goiug to the South Pole.''
Pomp grinned and Barney chuckled.
"You are right. We must give up the idea."
"Yo' am gwlnto to de Sour Pole, Marse Frank?'· cried Pomp.
"Nol"
" Wha' am yo' gwine to do when yo' git darf'
Professor Mendon went on earnestly:
"My life is near ita close. I IHLVe devoted it to science. J. am
"Begorr11, phwat a sinseless question to ax!" put in Barney. "De
willing to sacrifice it to science. I intend to see the Comet at its yez t l1iok there'll be notbin' to do there? Shure we'll make yez cloimb
the Pole if nothin' else.''
u ear811~ approach to the earth, even if J do not come back alive. I
,
' \ Shut up, yo' no 'count l'ish," blustered Pomp; "don' yo' sassiry
am willl••g to give my life to see it."
Jack llendon gave a gasping cry:
me.''
"No, no, lather!" he cried. " I will never consent to that--"
•· Easy, boys!'' said Frank, with a smile. "Don't carry the joke
"Stop! My mind is decided.''
too far. I have a wonderful object in view in visiting the South
Jack knew tba~ when his father spoke in that manner that be was . Pole.''
The two jokers looked expectant.,
not to be g•1lnsaid. So he interposed his last argument.
"But in what manner will you b.Anelit science by thus throwing
"You can understand better by reading this paragraph in the payour life away? Bow will you be able to send to tbe world an account per," he cor.tinued, as be extended it 10 them.
Both Barney and Pomp read the accouut of the thrilling enterof whut yon have seen! That will die with you."
"No," replied the Professor; "there is a way. I shall take carrier prise or the Mendons. They were deeply interested.
pigeons with me. They will c~rry back all that I may wish."
" Begorra, I see the point!'' cried Burney.
" Shure, Mistber
Frank is going down there with hie air-sbip to bring thim brave
"And your plan then--''
·
"Is first to secure a ship to take me to Enderby Land. Four min back aginl"
· "Just so," replied Frank, "and that is not all.''
mon ths from to-day I must laud there."
Barney and Pomp looked eager.
"Yes!''
1
" Wba' a m de nex' tingr• asked Pomp.
. "I shall go ashore, wait for a favorable wind and th?D launch
my balloon. The ship may wait two months for me to return. II
" I am going to see how near we CILII get to that comet by a diI do not come back by that time it may return heme for it will be rect ascension. l shall have the Flash providel,l. with chemical reservoirs •for the generation or air, just the same as my submarine
known that 'I am dead."
J11ck Mendon arose and clutched his father's arm. Be was very boat, for you know that if we should get miles · up in the air we
would find It too rare ror our lungs.''
much affected.
•· Father," he said, "you are not going alone!"
" Bejabers, thin we'll be in chase or the comet!" cried Barney.
"Yt!l!, my boy!"
"Just sol"
Al!ain the two jokers Indulged in lively Oip-tlaps.
" Never! I am going with you!"
" We'sP< all ready, Marse Frank," cried Pomp. "When am we
"No -I forbi d that. You are young and shall take advantage of
my great discoveries. You shall reap the frons of _that mighty e u- ·g wine fo' to start?"
terprise for which 1 am willing to bring my nigh spent life to a
"At once," replied Frank; "see that the Flash is provided with all
the. ne-::essartes for such a long voyage. · I want the air·ship ready
closet''
within two days if possible.''
Bot J ack Me!!don said:
" I am decided as well as yon. I shall go with you. And If you
Tilts ended the confab.
do not return from the South Pole alive, we will die together.''
Barney and Pomp rushed away to do Frank's bidding. The young
inventor retraced his steps to his desk and went to work aga in.
But in some manner an enterprisinat reporter got bold of t be affail.
CHAPTER II.
The next day the papers were full of it. Imaginary cuts of the
THE NEW .&.IR SHIP,
comet, of the air-ship and or the icefields or the Antarctic were given.
01 course none of these wer9 correct, and originated in the fertile
JACK MENDON meant just what he said. Be clung to his point aflo
imagination or the artist.
duously.
But it was sufficient to set the country agog. Frank was deluged
Nothing th e professor c:>uld say would di88nade him. So finally
with telegrams and letters.
the age<l scientist bad to give in.
1
One of ~hese was from a lar11;e scientific institute in the West, ofierThe two projectors of the ·mighty und~;~rtaking went to work rapid·
ing a large reward for the safe return of the daring acientists.
ly and secretly.
,
Frank assured all that he would do his best. Of course be could
It was not until after the Storm King was a month out. or port on
her southern vnyage that ~he newspapers got holt! of the matter.
gunrantee nothing.
•
Night and day work was pusHed on t~e air ship•.
Then a thrill of excitement ran through the country.
All hopes were centerell upon ht~r. If she succeeded, then the MenThe two (taring scientists who prot1osed throwing their lives away
dons would surely be rescued.
in the interest of science became actual heroes,
rr not, tlien they must perish in the frozen wilds, martyrs to the
Everybody was interested to the famous project. Great articles
,
I
were written on the subject, and many tlleories advanced as to its noble cause of science.
The Flash was ready right on time. As abe was rolled out or the
probabl9 outcome.
Among those who became interested in the fate or the brave scient· shop into the yard, she fo rmed a wonderful spectacle.
Her model was not unlike that of a racing yacht, with a long, sharp
ists was one man whe stood foremost in the ranka of talent sod fame.
This was Frank Reade; Jr., the young inventor who had perfected bow and deep stern. B Hr hull was of lightest and toughest aluminum.
She carried two powerful rotascopes which gave a prodigious BUB•
th11 submarine boat and the electric hor~es.
Readestown was the borne of this youthf•tl genius. Here were lo· talnin~t power. Forward was a mast, to which was attached a hnll:e
fiying
jib to a1d the screw In propulsion and g1ve her additional speed.
catad the shops for the coostruction of his inventions.
For the Flash was built for speed.
In his employ were two men who were geniuses in their way.
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Frank had designed her for the fastest of anytbiug alloat, whether
on water or in air.
'l'he sc1·ew had four powerful blades and it and the rotascopes were
driven ihy electric engines of Frank's own inYention upon tile storage
principle.
The deck of the Flash .was capacious ·and enclosed on all sides by
guard rails.
For ward was a long cabin and ,Dilot-bouse. Aft was anotller cabin
in w!J~ich were the state-rooms and living quarters of the crew.
A! l of these cabin .~ anu compartments were richly furnished, yet
with an idea to lightness of material. The Flash was the most won·
derful result of inventive genius of moJern times.
A'ld Frank felt proud of his air·silip, now that it was done. It was
saf11 to say that no modern inventor could hope to eqnul it.
·
i\11 the necessaries for such a long voyage were stored aboard the
i'la·Jh.
r.·here were all manner of scientillc instruments, weapons and a
go,od stock of provisions. Thus us far as possible we have given the
renuer a description of the Flash. '
•I n some way the hour set for the departure was learned by the ea·
!;<lr public, and as a result 'a n enormous crowd was on band to see
r-be Flash tq.ke its first !light.
• This was indeed a spectacle worth witnessing.
The air-ship rested upon a platform m the yard, and nil was in rea·
diness. Frank Reade, Jr., with Barn_ey aud Pomp, were on the deck.
Frnnk had-refused all petitions of friends and others to accompany
him. He knew that when he should reach the South Pole, II Mendon
and his son were rescued, there would be people enough on board.
All this be explained as well as he could. Though for all, some
were quite offended.
The workmen in the yard bad put the lnsl stay from the side of the
air-ship. All was clllar, and Frank stepped into the piloL house ana
touched the rotascope lever,
In a moment the machinery began to whirr, and the air-ship, like
a huge eagle frooj its eyrie, began to rise in the air.
Up it went majestically. The immense crowd in the streets of
Reudestown cheered wildly.
Faster and faster the Flash mounted upward. When fully threll
thousand feet above the city, Frank went out on deck and said:
"Boys, take your last look for a good whije at Readeetown." .
All looked over the rail.
The little city nestled among the hills so far below presented an' in\eresting sight. Barney and l'omp pulled oft their caps reverently.
"The best spot on earth savin' ould Oireland is Readestown!" de·
clarell Barney.
••
"Golly! I done fink it am a heap sight bettah," averred Pomp.
Then Frank went back to the pilot bouse.
Be threw the motor lever wi1e open. The screw bummed, and the
big jib tilled before the current of air.
The Flash was off in a manner becoming hor name and her design.
CHAPTER III.
POMP DISAPPEARS.
READESTOWN w'as left behind in a twinkling. It soon faded entirely
from vie1v.
Frank was anxious to test the speed of the air-ship.
So be ~axed the P.ngines to their utmost. The speed was so terrific
that Barney and Pomp lay clown fiat and clung to the deck.
" B~gorrn yez will sweep us overboard, Mlsther Frank," cried the
Celt, in alarm. ,
·
Frank laughed at this and then checked the speed of the air-ship.
" We were traveling right along," be declared. "I think it would
be hard work for that comet to beat us much."
" Begorra, I believe yez!'' cried Barney. " Shure I'd about as soon
rolde 00 its tnil."
"Hub!" grud{ed Pomp. •• I jes' like fo' to see yo' ride on a comet's
tail, !'ish. I reckon yo' cbaing 11 yo' mind pooty quic!t."
Tbe darky's eyes twinkled mischievously as he said this. As Frank
bud gone back to the pilot-bouse, be saw what be believed was a rare
chance to hector the Celt.
Barney was ripe for any sort of ruction. It did not take him long
to !lash back:
" Be me sowl, ye?l seem to be very much intherested in me roidin'
on the comet, yez black clown yez!"
"Huh! I jes' remember bow yo' tried to ride a mule once. Any
man dat kain't SLICk on de back ob a mule bettah not talk about riding
on the tail of a comet!"
" Who told yez I cndn't roide a mule!" Hushed Barney, indignantly,
" be jU:bers, av I can't ride one yez can't, I'll ate me ears!" ~
" Yo' I'Oould tin' dat a berry big job,'' suggested Pomp.
This was enough for Barney.
He made a dive for his tormentor. The darky made a feint to run.
Then he suddenly turned about and lowered his bead.
This was disastrous to Barney to say the least. The Celt tried to
dodge.
Bur. in vain. The two jokers collided with terrific fore!'.
The darky's head took the Celt fair in the atomacb. The effect was
decisive as well as comical.
Barney sat down with a suddenness which for a moment confused
him. He hardly knew what bad happened to him.
He could not yell for be bad no breath to do It with. He simply lay
there gasping and 'sputtering.

' When be did get 11 is first gasp be ejaculated:
" Tare an' 'ounds! I'll-I'll 'ave the JoiCe av yez. fer this, Ph were
the divil are yez! Phwy don't yez cum an !:>ike a man!"
'l'he Celt glared wildly about us he staggered to his feet,
lie was burning with discomfiture and batHed vengeance. Woe to
the dr.rky if be could only catch him at that momene.
But Pomp was nowhere in sight. Wben Barney went down the clarky ·had turned a somer•ault ov~>r
hi111. Then be bad vanished.
.But Baruey was not to be deceived.
He was certain that Pomp bad !led for safety into the cabio.
He would chase him and bring him out.
So into the cabin he dasbed; but bigb and low be searched, and
found no trace of the darky.
The Celt was Stlimped.
. " Bejabers, it's quare ph were that coon cud bide himself," be declared. " Divil a bit do I undherstand it!"
At !engtb he got tired of the search, and in baflled rage cried:
"Shore, yez kin stbay hid; but yez will soon git tired av that,
I'm tbinkin', an' want to cum back; then I'll have yez sbure!"
If Pomp beard he madtl no reply.
Barney went down to the en.
gine room and busied himself.
Frank was looking over some charts in the cabin.
Thus an hour drifted by. It was the dinner hour, and lime for
Pomp to be found in the cooking galley.
The Celt chuckled.
"Begorra, he don't dare to cum back," he innttered. "Share, be
knows pbwat he'll get."
Finally Frank pressed a call bell.
Barney answered it.
"Look here 1" said the young inventor sharply, "is it not past the
ctincer hour!''
"Yis, sor,'' replied Barney.
"Where is Pomp?"
Divil a bit do I know, sor."
";you don't know!"
"No, sor.''
Frank was astonished.
" What fol-de-rol is tllis!'' he cried impatiently. "Look biro up at
once and see why be has not made dinner ready before thjsl"
Barney ducked his head.
"Shure, sor, I've bunteu iverywhere for him, and diYil a trace av
him kin I foind."
"You can't find him!" exclaimed Frank in alarm. "Perhaps be
bas fullen overboard. When did you see him las•f'
"No, sor,'' stammered Barney. "Shure, I don't belave that, sor.
I think it's only a joke,- sor--"
•• A joke!"
"Yes, sor. He's hldin' away from me. Shure we were Coolin ' an'
be butted me in ther stumick wid 1Jis head, an' I reckon he's afeerd to
cum out an' show ilimself fer fear I'll baste him, sor."
Frank looked angry.
"Well, I don't like such skylarking,'' he said; "find him at once,
and tell him to come out of his hiding."
_
"Yis, s()r." ·
And away went Barney shouting Pomp's name in every part of the
ship. But when be went back to the galley and the darky was not
there, then he began to grow alarmed.
A sudden thought and a recollection came to him.
Tbei~ scuflle bad taken place near the rail.
What i! Pomp had lost his balance and plunged over itt This wa1
not improbable.
The Celt turned grayish pale• .
Frank came on deck at this moment and Barney went to him with
his fears.
Frank was horrified.
"My soul!" he cried; "of cours.e that is where he is ~one, and be
is doubtless dead ere this. Horrible! Could you not have seen
him?"'
"Shure, sor, I was that dizzy on' sick, I could see nothiu~."
Frank rushed to the rail. It required but a brief e.x:Qmioation to
see the truth.
That part of the rail near where they had ·been wrestliu: waa bent
and twisted as· tboui!:h a fallen body had struck it.
It wus near the anchor ropes, and one of these was dise11tangled
and hung, anc!ior and nll, a thousand feet below.
It was hardly a hundred feet from the earth, and why it bad not
caught some obstruction was Indeed a great mystery.
.
But there it hung swaying. No sign of Pomp was to be seen, however.
·
That the darky had gone down to his death seemed certain.
Frank Instantly turned the air-ship about.
Of course it was not an easy matter to tind Pomp's mangled body,
but Frar.k was determiGecl to do this, even if he gave up his trip to
the South Pole.
•
He was much distressed over the sad fate of the' faithful darkey,
while Barney was almost frantic.
" Shure, if be had a black face it was a white he~trt he bad,'' he de·
clared, with many groans and wails. " I'd rayther have lost me own
brother, fer we were tbut same ourselves!"
Buck on its course went the air ship.
Barr.ey und Frank kept a sharp watch of the ground belew. The
air ship was not allowed to rise Yery high above the earth.
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In this manner the Flash !ailed elowly on for two boors.
Then It began l!> ascend the elopes of a mountain. How it had ever
passed over this without the kedges of the anchor catching was a mystery"
That it bad done so was certain.
But even as the air sbip was. fifty feet above the s11mmit, Barney
gave a wild cry of delight.
There upon the mountain summit safe and well stood Pomp waving
his arms excitedly.
·• Howly mitber!'' gasped Barney, " IJOwiver did he live troo it!"
And, indeed, he tl)ight well ask thiS question. But it remaine-d a.
mystery until Pomp came aboard.
Then he explained all.
"Golly! I done fought dis chile was done fo' when I went ober dat
rail,'' he declared. "But I jes made one big grab fo' de unchor rope.
It fell and I hung on and slid down it afo' l cud stop mah'sef. T!ten
de anchor etrucl• a big rock an' done !rowed me to de ground. I fell
not mob dan teo feet so was jes not one lily bit hurt."
"Begorra, an' it's glad I am av that, oaygur!" cried Barney wildly,
as l.;e embraced his colleague.
It was a happy outcome. But Pomp bustled away to the galley to
get dinner.
While the air-ship once .more sailed away at full speed on her
Southern course.
.
For the next two days she traveled very fast acd over a section of
the Soutbern States to the Gulf of Mexico.
One ll!orning they !lUng over the blue waters of t!te gulf, and Frank
saic!:
" The journey is really begun. We shall very soon now be well on
anr way to the Equator."
" Be jabers, thin mebbe we'll catch up wid the ship Storm King!"
declared Barney.
" I wish we might," said Frank. " We conld prevent that foolhardy balloon trip, winch we ought to do."
So all speed was put on, and the air-ship kept on her southward
M~L

"

.

Day niter day the Hight went on. The blue sea rolled beneath
sometimes in a dead calm, at other timee in the fury of a storm.
'l'be aerial voyagers enjoyed the experience, but no special tncident
wortby or note occurred until the cold seas or the Sout.h Atlantic
merged with the waters of the Antarctic and .they knew that tbe Antarctic Co•tineut was not far distant.
CHAPTER IV.
THE I CE · BOUND SHIP.

AcRoss the Equator and in the middle Atlantic, plenty of ships
were sighted every day.
Bot once well into the South Atlantic these becnm~ no longer frequent. To be sore a few whalers were seen, but these were all.
No attempt was made to bail or communicate with any of these
passing ships.
Occasionally a signal wns exchanged, but that was all.
The voyagers now found that the climate bad undergone a radical
change.
The warm skies and balmy air or Equatorial seas was no longer in
evidence.
But Instead, there were drifting Ice-fields, giant bergs, lowering
skies and fearful cold weather.
Fortunately Frank bad provided for this very contingency.
He had caused fur snits to be provi1ed for all on board. These enabled the voyagers to withstand the frightful cold of the Antarctic
·
regions.
This was, if anything, more extreme than at the North Pole.
Forty and fifty below zero was a common temperature. There was
also a frightful chill in the atmosphere which seemeu almost fatal to
the lungs.
Over the great ice fields the air-ship drifted.
Frank was looking f?r the Storm King. But the ship seemed nowhere in that part of the world.
But one day after futile quest, Barney called the attention of Frank
to a high white line on the horizon.
"Pbwat iver is tha.L! be asked.
Frank was excited.
"Why, it is land!" be declared.
"Land, sor!''
"Yes, the antarctic Continent. On those shores the Men ;Ions were
to land. We must se.. rcb well for them."
"Begorra, that we will!" cried the Celt.
Tbb air-ship's course was shifted in toward the coast line. Every
moment now it grew plainer.
There was little evidence or vegetation-a few scrubby pines and
lirs; tbnt was all.
The air-ship followed along the ooast of the Antarctic Continent
for several hundred miles.
Of course no exact ·epot h?-d been fixed upon for the lnnding of
the battoon party.
lt was something like the proverbial search for a needle in a buystack, bat the aerial voyagers kept a keen lookout just the same.
Frank felt quite sure of finding the Storm King aomewhere along
the Antarctic coast. If he should fail in this, be was then deter•
mined to 8trike directly for the South Pole.
The Antarctic winter was evidently just setting in.
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The ice ti&ld w:~s growing more and more solid every hour; also
the sun was isillle t>ut a felT hours each clay.
·
The Antarcttc night was coming on rapidly. This was not utter
darkness, but a deep gloom, which at times was so dense as to reEjuire the use or the search-1i~ht to dispel it.
High overhead at night the heavenly constellation shone with woaderful brilliancy and magnitude.
Barney and Pomp several t11nes fancied they saw the comet. But
Frank was of difi'erent opinion.
And thus the search for the ship Storm King went on. Several days
were spent in futile quest.
Then one morning, whfle the sun was visible for a few brief moments, Barney sighted an Ullusnill object across the ice pack.
He called Frank's at.tention to it.
"Shure!'' he cri11d, " phwat the divil do ye call i' but ehmoke?"
And smoke it was to be sure, a curling column ascending high into
the rarefied air. ·
Tbe cold was something intense, which made the air very clear, se
that the distant smoke seemed quite near at hand.
Of course, this was evidence or the nearnese of human beings, for
they alone could be responsible for the smoke.
Frank was interested.
'l'he air-ehip was headed thither at once.
The smoke came from behind a high hummock of ice, so that the
tire could not he seen.
But- t!1e Flash had not proceeded far when FranK: gave a wild cry.
" Oo my word, it is the ~hip!" he cried.
"The ship! Begorra, that's thrue!" screamed Barney.
There was the Storm King tightly wedged in the ice pack. Shewn!!
laid up in winter quarters.
'[be ice pack must have closed in upon her immediately upon her
arrival, for she could not have penetrated so far shorewards otherwise.
It Is needless to say tt.at the air-ship was not lo:Jg io reaching a
point within bailing dtstance.
The smoke came from the ship's funnel, and upon her deck was a
number or fur-clad sailors.
At sight of the air·sbip one of the sailors fired a rifie as a signal.
Frank answered it.
Then the air-ship hovered right over the ice-bound ves!el.
" Hello!" came up the nail.
" Hellp!'' replied Frank.
"Who'the deuce are yon!"
" I am Frank Reade, Jr., and this is the air-ship Flash."
" Well, I'll be keel-hauled! It's the first time I ever saw a ship that
could sail in the air. I'm Captain Levi Briggs, anJ this is tile ship
Storm King."
" You're just the man we are looking for!" replied Frank.
"The deuce you say!"
·
" It's the truth. Do you kr.ow nnything about Professor Mendon
and his son!"
A cry of surprise came back.
.
" Yes, they chartered this ship to bring them here."
" That is what I thought. Where are they now!"
" They have gone toward the South Pole in a balloon. The more
fools they, for I don't believe they'll ever conie back!"
"And you are to wait· for them!"
"Until tiois ice-pack breaks up. Then we are to sail for home."
Frank let the air-ship descend and rest upon the ice-pack not far
frOfiJ the sbip.
Then he went on board and bad a long consultation with Captain
~~~

.

'l'he latter gave him full particulars of the apparently foolhardy trick
of the two scientists.
"Why,'' exclaimed the captain, vigorously, "bow can the two fools
ever hope to get back? They surely can't walk; aud the balloon never
will bring them back, be sure!"
"They probably are willing to sacrlflce their lives for the benefit of
science.''
"Yes, the more fools they! They have taken carrier pigeons witll
them, but I don't look for them to ever get here! The cold is too
much for such a bird!"
,
'
"Well,'' said Frank finally, "I agree with you that it was a foolhardy undertaking. But it was just this thing that brought me to th6se
latitudes."
·
"To see the eomet?"
"No, but to rescue these two zealous but foolish men."
Tile captain gripped Frank's· band.
"You're after my own heart," be said. "I hope you'll succeed, nnd
I feel sure you will.''
"1 hope your ship will stand the ICe all right.''
" I lJray for that, though I ow·n she's a bit likely to be nipped. If
she is, then our cake is all . dough." .
'
" No. I will return this way and if you are in trouble I will give
you assistance."
.
" God bless you, my friend.''
The crew of the Storm King cheered the air-ship as she flnal:,ascended and started for the Pole.
.
In a very few moments she was but a speck in the distance to those
on board the ice-bound ship.
Then the 11,un went below the horizon and the gloom of the Antarctic came on.
•
It was no ensy matter to search for the missing scientists aDd their
balloon, as Frank well kNew.
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Doul.otless before this they bad reached an objective point and were
alrea,dy preparing to view the Comet.
An<l at that very moment Frank chanced to ghince upward and
saw an 11stoundicg 's pectacle.
A !loge hall of tire hung in the zenith. It was nearly as large as the
moonj and had a long nebulous tail, which extended far into the distance.
" Begorra, it's the comet!" cried Barney,
"Gollv, dat am jes' wha' it am,'' ejaculated Pomp.
Frank regarded the wonderful spectacle with deepest interest. It
was certainly ~n impressive sight.
DoutJtless, at that moment., the scientists with their mest powerful
~lass, wer& studying it. FranK could understand well now their enthusiasm which had led :hem to risk their lives.
"Upon my word," he muttered, "it is rea ly worth a !Hetime to
see it.''
Then he sent-the rays of the search light sweeping over the icy
waters ·in quest or the scientists.
But not u sign or them was to be seen.
They moat be very much farther to the south.
So the air ship sped on. All the while the comet steadily grew in
size.
It was evidently rapidly approacl;ing the earth. Would there be
a collision?
If so, what would be the result! Would it not be the end of the
world!
These queries came to the aerial voyagers and were in turn discussed by them. But·thev were not disposed to give them credence.
Frank knew that the earth was moving in its orbit 118 well as tLe
comet. ·
No doubt the comet would approach comparatively near to the
earth. But that would be' the end or lis orbit, and it would sweep oil
uga1n upon its return course.
It would then recede !rom the earth and rapidly pass from view lor
another fifty years, or until it once more got around from Its limitless
range through space. ·
Frank brought out his most powerful glass and studied the heavenly
viSitor.
But it was only powerful enough to show the c:~met as a ball of fire.
It was then that a daring idea occurred to him.
CHAP'fER V.
THE SCIENTISTS ARE J'OUND.

FRANK did..-not Impart the startling theory which bad come upon
llim to either Barney or Pomp.
He !\new that they were witty and sagacious, but hardly deep
enough to understand its wonderful depth.
But he went into the cabin and upon some blank paper drew a chart;
Here wae the earth and the rlllative position of the comet, sun,
moon and stars.
He knew that one reason why he could not see the details or the
&omet was simply because the atmosphere between him and the comet, or, at least, that cooliguous to the earth was too heavy and dense.
Ergo, to reach the limit of terrestrtal atmosphere would bring one to
ahe impalpable rel!;il)n or space, of empty void, where objects at a
t;reat distance are more largely mognitled 11nd made a thousand times
&learer to the human Sil!;bt.
Thereforll, it was only necessary to ascend fifty miles or more
into the zenith to see the co111et magnified many hundred times.
Frank knew that the air·ship was capable or taking him up there.
But there was a vital point to consider.
Once op there the limit ol terrestrial atmosphere must !ail, anli
human li!e could be no longer supported for very lack or tJreath.
Moreover, the oold at that altitudA would most certainly be lOmething very frightful ~o contemplate.
It would prohably be impossible to venture out on <leek.
But the present means of heating the cal.oins lly electric generators Frank believed would. ennhle them to take observations from
the windows. This would be sufficient.
" It IS settled," he muttered. " I am going to give chase to the
comet. It will be a wonderful achievement!''
Then another thoue:ht came to biro.
There were the scientists.
They had practically given away their lives just to gain this very end
er seeing the comet.
I
Such a vinw at suc':J a powerful range would be or much greater
value to them than to him.
Frank had thought of effecting their re~cne after his return to the
earth. But sober second thought decided him otherwise.
He woul,l tlrst fir:d them.
They snould be given ttie privilege also or inspecting the comet at a
range tlfty miles in mid-air ovt>r the South Pole.
lfe went out on lleck anti vtewed the comet again.
Then he caused Bal'DAY to put on all speed, and the air-ship swept
Kke a meteor over the ice tiel<! a.
For forty hours she sailed on at the same rapid speed through the
deep Antarctic· nhtht.
Then an aa!.Onisbing thing occnTted.
The air he~tan to lose 1ts chilliness, open bodies of water were seen,
and there was every evidence that they were approaching a temper·
a:e region.
Barney was amazed.
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"Begorra, Misther Frank," he cried, "pllwat do yez make av
it!"
Like a Hash the truth burst upon the young inventor.
"I have Jt," he cried; "there is nn no old tradition long currt>nt
among miners that 'the region or the South Pole is o temperate one
surrounded by ice.
" They claim that this is owing to a volcanic region which has
the effect of changing the climate quite radically. We are tinding
the verification ol this theory."
As if to corroborate Frt.nk, at that moment a distant pillar of tirn
was seen upon the horizon.
The search-light wus tlasbed thither, and after some moments of
io8pect.ion, Frank declared:
"That is an active crater ~ithin the volcanic region! In a few
hours we shall know the truth."
The hypothesis was speedily proved to be correel.
A number of fiery pillars soon appeared. There were scores or
the volcanos. Tbe air became almost summer· like.
Within one hundred miles, ice allli snow vanished.
· The trend of the earth was down ward, and valleys green and fresh
began to open up.
It was an astoum!iug spectacltl. The aerial voyagers were more
surprised than words can tell.
·•• Begorra, I niver seen the equalu.v this!" averred Barney.
"Golly I <!ere am
a llue lake down dere,'' said Pomp; "if I
was suah dere was no 'gators_in it I done like a bit oh a swim."
The temperate region of the South Pole seemed to cover hundreds
of miles. But the air-ship bud no occasion to travel all over it.
They came upon a spectacle suddenly, which caused a grllat deal of
excitement.
Upon a small emi~ence, not far from one of the volcanoes, they saw
two m~u standing.
They were men, human beings beyond a doubt, and were regarding
the air-ahip with amazement.
"Wburroo!" cried Burney wll~ly, "there they be, Mislher Frank!
there nr' ther ballooners !"
Professor Yen<ton nod Jack it was indeed.
Upon· the ground at thllir feet was the collapsed bnllgon. From the
coge theJ had removed their !llfeets, Including the telescopf', and were
alreadx preparing to take a s1gl!t at the comet;
Their astonishment at sight or the air-ship can hardly be expressed
in word~.
"Mercy on us!'' gasped Jack. " •What is that, lather r•
'' It looks like an alr·shi.p.''
" In these regions!"
" It must btl. It cannot-be that it Is the manufacture or any new
race or people in these parts."
" or course not. And yet--"
Bot at.thls moment a hall or unmist11kable English came from ·the
air-ship's ' deck.
" HHllo! down there!"
" HP.llol'' replied Jaek, making a trumpet or his hands.
.
" Are yon Professor Mendon!"
Now both Jack and his father were amazed.
" Why, they know us!'' g118ped Jack. "They have come here in
quest or us.''
"Woni.lerfull" cried the professor, wildly embracing the idea.
.. Hurrah, Jack·, we are saved.''
Bot Jack bad already unswered the hail, adding:
" Who are yon!"
" I am Frank Reade, Jr., of Reudestown, U. S. A., and this is m;
air-ship the Flash. I heard or your idiotic exploit in coming here. to
view the great comet, and •.bought I would come down and &ee that
you did not sacrifice your lives so foolishly.''
" Hurrah I" cried both father all(! son. " Mr. Rende, you are our
greatest benefactor. Pray descend.''
" All ri••htl"
And uo';.n the nir·ship went.
In a lew moments Frank was shaking hands with the plncky profes~or and his son,
Explanations and no interchange or ideag were quickly in order.
Then tte scientists went nboanl the air-ship nod indulged In a bountiful repast provided by Pomp in his best manner.
.
After t.his wns over Frank had a long conference with the Professor
about the comet and its probable orbit.
It wns then that Frank elaborated his plan or a trip fifty miles into
the zenith to get a nearer view o,r the comet.
The eHect or this upon the professor can hardly be expressed in
words.
· ·
He was "struck nil In a heap," to use an ancient term.
It W118 an oprortunity so far beyond what be had dared hope lor
thnt even now it seemed beyond possibility.
"Why," he gasped, "that would be a most wonderful thing. The
like I never heard or. But--"
"Wellr'
" Do you think human life could be supported up there!''
Frank langhed.
,
"There is a way to overcome that," be said. " Barney, bring me
the ChAmical generator diving helmets from tle forward cabin.''
" All roie:ht, sor."
A-lter Burney had j!One Frank continued:
" You will remember thut 1 nm also the 'ioventor of Lbe aubmarine
boat."
·
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" I have hear•] ol that famous inver.tion,'' tleclared the pTofessor.
"You forget the suo."
" Of COUrSil you will nmlerstand that to travel under the Sea, tj1e
This was a sei.tler. Ceatainly all kn~>w that the heat of the sun was
boat must necessarily be provided witll good pure air to sustain tllll 1 felt for a distance of ninety-live millions of miles.
life or the passengers."
So Professor Mendon's seemingly ridicilous presumption was
laugbed at no more.
"Yes.''
Up, and still up went the air-ship.
" I therdore invented a chemical generator by whiah I was enabled
to keep the boat always suppliell With pure oxygen.. This naturally
All now wore the chemical generators and with no discomfort whatsuggested to me tile application of the same principle to a divjng suit. ever. But it 'was found difficult getting any sort of an observation of
·• The result is a helmet which the <liver can wear an intlelinite the comet.
length of time, all the while supphetl with tile purest of oxygen from
This was for the reaso. n that the windows or the air·ship were in·
·
the generator, which is in a small reservoir carri'ld on the bacl<. I put crusted full three inches in frost.
a number of these <living suits aboard l2rtunately. lt is easy to see
Apertures were cut in :his, but they readily closell up. It was
that if we wear these while in the upper atmosphere, there can be lit- frigh:lully colJ ·without.
tle danger of death from sutl'ocation."
The electric heaters were taxed to their utmost and yet it was frigid
.
" Wonderful," cried Prof. Mendon. •,• Mr. Rllade, :voa are a genius!" in th" cabin.
At this moment Barney appeared with one of the divmg suits.
I . But ·ror their thick fur suits the voyagers would have perished.
It was exhibited to the professor and Jack to their delight and adFrank went to the pilot-bouse window, and noted the high gauge
thermometer.
miration. It meant the solution ol a great problem.
All were now wildly enthusiastic over the chase of the comet, lor
He gave a great start as e noted the astounding temperature of
eighty <leg•·ees below zero.
s11ch it seemed to be.
•• Of co••rse, I shall venture as tar from the earth as possible," deAnd yet the machinery of the air ship seemed not 11fl'ected in the
least. It kept steadily mounting upward.
clared Frank, " yet I cannot agree to take O:ny undue risk!"
" Correct!" cried Prof. Mendon, " we shall at least get an opporBut they were no longer in gloom. All was as light as day in the
.
tunity to view tile comet at a nearer range than we had darell hope upper atmosphere.
lor!''
This was caused by the powerful light of the comet.
" This wfll, of course, he a special advantage to you!"
It seemed to draw nearer to them rapidly and was mucb. larger
"I should say so. It will doubtless enable us to determine the than when viewed Kroin the earth.
composition or the comet and all its peculiar characteri~tics. We
" How high are we now, Barneyt" asked Frank.
shall also learn something of the phenomenon of the tail which has
The Celt glanced at the gauge.
a.! ways been a great bone of contention."
" Thirty-live miles, sor!" he replied • .
It is needless to say that all the voyagers on boaru the Flash .were
" Fifteen more to go!'' exclaimed Jack Mendon. " Whew! I for one
in a state of deep excitement and thrilling anticiputio.:.
am a bit timid about going further."
" Are you!'' exclaimed Frank, in surprise.
" I admit that I ami''
CHAPTER VL
" What do vou lear!''
'
" I cannot tell you. · It is a frightful reflection that we are away up
FORTY-FIVE MILES IN AIR.
here in the atmosphere so awful far from the .earth."
PRoF. MENDON now proceeded to bring his traps and the big tele·• You are not afraid of falling!"
scope abouru the Flash.
•
" I had not thought or that.''
Tills latter he mounted upon its frame, and the big reDactor was
" What a terrific drop it would be!'' said Prof. Mendon.
employeu to take a h>ok at the comet.
.
•
" We should know little of it," declared Frank. " We would not be
'l'he huge body of lire as depicted in the reDee~or was a wonuerlul conecioos of falling unlil the great·concnssion came!"
spe!ltacle.
'
" Tlurty miles drop through the air!" exclaimed Jack, in awe.
It seemed a hu revolving ball, witt. jets of llnm-e and mist burst· " Whew! I can't say that I should like the ldva of it very well.''
ing from it in all irections.
Already the young scientist, despite his nerve, was IJeginning to
What seemell like u cloud of mist enveloped it and merged into the feel willing to return to terra firma.
tail.
,
But Frank was the moat unconcerned of all. He smiled grimly ami
This seemed but a huge, constellation of tire and sparks extendell at motioned Barney to keep on.
varied lengths into the upper BJ>ace.
One fact was now proven.
That the comet was mo ... ing with frightful speed was certain.
There was a c.ertain amount or beat to be felt from the comet. This
That It wo!lltl be visible in its present enlarged form but a l~<w hours was proven in the fact that the cold did not grow more intense, but,
Prof. Meudoo knew well.
indeed, began materially to decline.
Whatever was llor.e toward taking observations in the upper atmos.
Frank knew that the atmosphere was getting thinner and more like
phere must be done at once.
a vacuum from the action of the rotascopes.
The professor intimated this to Frank, ·who replied:
8utillenly Barney cried:
,
"We are all ready."
" Forty·llve molles, sor, an' shu·ro she won't go a peg higher!''
"Good!" cried Mendon eagerly. "Fortune seems to be with ns.
Frank went to the guage. He saw that this was correct. The
We will t.ry and get a correct diagnosis of the comet this time."
limit of terrestrial atmosphere bad been reached.
All were sa:ely aboarll the air-ship. There was nothing more to
The rotascope did not find resistance enough in ~he void to enable
wait for.
it to go higber.
So Frank gave the order, and Barney prllssed the motor lever.
And there it hung at the frightful altitude. The voyogera seemed
The rotascopes whirled, and up went the Flash with its human
overcome w1th the enormity or the thing.
freight.
But Frank Reade, Jr., who was sell possessed, cried:
.
Up and up it shot, higher and higher.
•· Now is the time to take your observations. I warn you to lose ·
In the pilot-house window there was a gauge ·which recorded the
no time."
··
exact altitude or the air-ship as it changed.
·
This
aroused the two scientists.
Up, and still up! Now it was a mile above the earth. The rarity
They
rel\_llY
lost
no
time
in
rigging
the
big
telescope
and getting all
of the air was most intense.
· It was necessary for all the voyagers to go into the cabin. The in readiness.
It became necessary t.o cut a mche in the frost upon the windows
electric heaters were turned on full force. ·
'£his warmed the atmosphere in the cabins. But it was frightfully to enable a gootl sight lor the telescope to be obtained.
But the sight revealed to the aerial travelers was one far beyond
cold on deck.
•· Jericho!'' exclaimed Jack Mendon. "My lungs pain me. How adequate <!ascription.
There was the mighty comet reduc~>d almost to a lllotance or fifty
do you a!l feel?"
miles by the powerful lenses of the telescope.
"I am really pressNl for breath,'' declared the professor.
It was seen to be a mighty body of luminous material, whict. seem·
" What's the altitude, Barney?" cried Frank.
ed all afire. Great sheets o( smoke and steam constantly sho.t from
" Three mile~. sor,'' retorted the Celt.
"Enou~r,h!" cried Frank.
"Get out the generators! We must not it.
I
There were high mountains nnd deep valleys. All or these ~eemed
risk injurytto our lungs."
to be seething volcanoes.
Three m1les in the uir!
These shut off soch a powerful volume or smoke and lire that it exThis r.o .doubt seems an awful distance to the reader. Frunk
Reade, Jr., was going to the furthermost hmits of the terrestrial tended in a long vivid trail extending lor hundreds or mile~"back. into
space.
atmosphere.
·
And this terrific fiery monster of the stellar system was traveling
Thi3 would be fully fiity miles from the earth.
through space upon its Olbit at an incredible rate of speed.
What a stupendous height! What an awful distance to fall!
All this Professor .Ml'ndon noted.
But there ·Was no danger of the air-ship falling, as all knew. It was
But Jack suid:
.
too buoyant and wus well able to kee;> afloat.
" What ~:ives the comet its terrific speed powert" ,
Bot in the rarelfied atmosphere, lilty miles above the earth, i~ would
The professor was quick to adswer.
seem as if the comet would be hrought to very close quarters.
" Forces akin to those which govern the motion cf the eartb," he
Professor Mendon even fancied that its heat might be felt at that
· declared, "or any other revolvin~r planet. It has i•s orbit .j~st as the
near proximity. But even Jack laugheu at this.
"It must be a p~etty hot fire which can be felt two hundred and : earth and the moon. Only it follows 1t with terriHc sp~eu, which I
j tbink is gained from the liery nature or the comet."
Iitty thousand miles,'' snid Jack.
·. " That is logic," declared Frank; •· but why should the blazing
But his lather laconically replied:

.
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comet travel .its . or hit so much faster that the earth or any ether
heavenly IJody!"
" 'l'hat is something wlucll the laws or nature seem to deny us!"
declared the profes~or. 1 " We 1\now that the earth follows its orllit,
with elo.Jw ami measured rt'gnlarity."
" And the comet does not!''
" Exactly!''
" But why should the cornet be so fiery a body!"
" For a simple fact. It takes a longer nod swifter shoot through
space. Friction with the atmosphere is what gives the comet its
li<lry appearance!"
· " Yon believe that?"
" I see no reason why not."
" As I ta.ka it, this comet is nearly as large as the earth!''
"Not bodily!" replied the professor, confidently; "its main part is
not half as large. But iL is surrounded by so much steam and smoke
that it seems much larger than it is."
Frank drew a deep breath.
"Well," he declared, "we have gained something. We know no1v
what a" comet looks hke, and we •know of what material it is com·
posed."
" or what material!'' asked the professor quickly. '
" Why of stones and earth, the same us our spllere, only these are
now all on tire."
1
The professor shook his head:"
"That is not true," he said. "You are quite wrong, Mr. Reade.
The comet is not a solid body, of that I am very sure.''

COMET.

Of course it bad fully two hundred and liift.y thousand miles to
travel, and it would be a full day b~fore it would reach the earth.
Something might also divert its course: anu cnrry it away upon a
new lack.
All these things were to be considere<l. But it was safe to aseume
that it would s\rike the earth in the vicinity of the South Pole.
'l'he nll'ect of these logical deductions upon the voyagers can well be
_
imagined.
They were not exactly impressed with fear, but with the most in·
tense of interest and excitement.
Their curiostty was fully aroused as to the result of the fall of the
huge meteor aud its eflect upon the earth.
The all'air was diacussed in all its pha>es.
It seemed as if the oncoming comet momentarily grew larger "nd
nearer, and would be upon ~hem much sooner than Professor Mendon
reckoned.
The voyagers even fancied they could ht-ar the hissing roar of its
approach.
Jack Mendon ven~ured u theory which caused all a thrill.
"You don't suppose there Is nny danger of our being caught in the
train of the comet!'' he cried. "Sup~•ose we were involved in the
cbmmotion, would no't the· air-ship stand a chance or being badly
damaged!"
"Begorra, thin I'd not risk 1t," cried Barney in alarm. "Shure it's
best to be on the safe soide.''
"lL am dat," declared Pomp, with chattering teeth. "Don' want
nuffiu ~o do wif comets at all.''
But Prof. MAudou l~>ughecl.
"J acl< is trying a practical joke," he declared. "Have no fears nt
CHAPTER VII.
all. If th" comet should shoot past us at full speed and quite near,
THE FALLING COMET.
unless it struck ns, it would do us no more harm thau anr ordiuary
FRANK was astonished at this declaration.
aerolite."
"Not a B(llid IJody!"
"Tll.a t stands to reason," agreed Frank.
"No, sir!"
But Barney .and Pomp were incredulous. However, the professor
" What is it then?"
said:
.
Prof. Mendon carefully folded up a small chart in his bands. Then
"I hardly think we can gain more by remain in~;· here. Suppose we
he replied deliberately:
return to the tlartll and await the fall of this comet? I think it is our
"A comet is simply a body of inflammable gases, collectetl in the best plan.''
atmJspbere. lt is nothing palpable, though it looks solid enough. Its
"Just as yon say," agreed Frank.
very condeuution and rapidity of motion make it eeern solid. A~ long
"1 think it would be better.''
as tbeee gases burn amt gather iorce by absorbing material from
"Very well!"
s pace, they will continue to travel, either gaining force or losing it,
Frank turnl'll to Barney and gave him orders t~ower the air ship.
. The Celt went Into the pilot-llouse and turned ofi' Ule current on the
until it no longer finds material substance to feed upon.''
" Which then ends its existence?"
·
rotascopes.
"Exactly!"
At once the gauge bv the pilot-house window showed that the air
"But what would be the re9u'lt if the comet should strike the earth!"
ship was beginuing to sink.
The professor shook his head.
Down she went very rapidly. Yet all the while the huge aerolite
. "1'hat is not an easy question to answer," he declared. "The im·
grew larger atJove.
agination can pi'cture that better.''
It seemed directly over ~he air-ship which appeared to be directly
"It ts a common belief, founded upon the theory that a comet is
solid matter, that it would knock the earth out or its orbit and so in its path.·
Frank expressed an opiuion to tins effect, but Professor Mendon
bring the ·wor4d to an end."
·
said:
But the professor laughed.
" That is an illusion. When you sight ~he earth you will tlnll that
"How absurd!" he declared. \ "There could be nothing logical in
such a hypothesis. Certainly it would be safe to assume that oue we are not in its course at all.''
or course it was impossible to sight the earth.
side or tbe earth wonld receive a good scorching. 'l'he impact of tile
Being forty or fifty miles in the air, there were too many obstruc·
comet with the earth woe ld proiJably result in the dissipation of the
tiona intervening. It was very plaiuly out or the question.
gases and the destruction of the comet itself."
But the gauge showed that they were rapidly descending.
" While the e~rtti would suffer from the explosion of the gases.''
Frank reckoned that in something less than an hour they should
"Exactly."
"But would not that be sufficient to destroy much or the iife and reach the earth.
T!tis would be dP.sceudiug at railroad speed, and was as fast as
veget!ltion of the earth?"
"Undoubtedly. Tllere nre indeed good reasons for the belief that !t would IJe safe to do so, Cllnsidering the friction of the n.tmospllere
the ear~h has already sufiered from such visitations in pa~t ages. and the strain on the ratascopes.
By that time the comet would be fully twenty thou~aud miles
Much thnt nus obscurely been regarded as volcanic actio!!, I think,
nearer the earth.
can be justly attributed to some' such n catastrophe.''
Yet this would be hardly an appreciable distance. However, at the
So intent had. the inventor and t.he scientist been upon the discussion or the absorbitJg subject that neither bad no~ed a sudden start- rate of twenty thousand miles_an hour, the monster aerolite was mak- .
ing very rapid time.
hug change which had taken place in the comet.
Down sank the air-ship.
It was now at the limit or its orbit, and renlly as nl'!ar the earth us
Now it was recorded that they were but twenty miles from the mun<it would probably come, or at least, as the professor bad calculated
dane sphere.
that it would.
Twenty miles!
But suddenly, as Mendon placed his eye to the reflector agniu, be
Only think of it, gentle reader! Measure the distance from your
gave a sharp cry.
own
town t.o some point which you know to be twent¥ miles distnnt.
" Look I" he cried. "Did you ever see the equal of that!"
Then extend this upward towar<l the zenith, aut! nave a faint idea
Frank looked into the mirror.
of what it means to be twenty miles up in the air.
What be saw startlea him.
Words can hardly express it.•
"On my word,'' be cried, "the comet is breaking in two!"
Eight minutes later they were fifteen miles from the enrth. The air
"It is divid!ug!" cried the professor, excitedly.
was frightfully cold .
... Is that a common thing!"
" By no means; yet it has happened. Some eternal force has diThe voya11:ers were obliged to resort to every means to keep from
vided it. See! the main body is still going on its ~orbit. Tbe de- freezing. Then the gauge marked ten miles.
tacbed comet--- Mercy on us, it is coming straight for the earth!" .
Then came five, four, three, and at last one mile; then the gauge
" And straight toward us!" cried .Frank, with Rudden alarm.
marked tbree thousand feet.
This was a startling fact.
At two thousand feet they saw the tire of 'the volcanoes below.
The main comet was speeding nway to the sou•hwanl past the
They were able to remove their helmets and chemical generators
earth's orbit. But tbe ,litlle ofi'sboot ,which looked scarcely larger than and go out on deck.
a billiarll ball had evidently taken a shoot toward the earth.
.
The air was quite mild and temperate. '.i'he ghastly pallor which
It was really a monster aerolite, and similar to many which have had been pecuhar to all while so far up in the air was now absent.
fallen in various parts of tl:e earl h.
All drew a deep breath of relief.
Many scientists positively affirm that all aerolites are offshoots of
Even Frank Reade, Jr., who had so much confidence in his air·ship
comets. How true this may be we cannot say.
was glad to see the earth so near.
But here was certainly an Instance. On carne the aerolite at terrific
There was no danger of falling from space now.
speed.
•
But there was another peril which all appreciated •
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The comet would strike t.he earth in this viclnitv. There was the
"I don't se:e why we sboulll not cel~brate," he declared. "Our
·South Pole trtp has proved a great success!''
chance of being in 1ts way or some of its flying particles.
But how to escape it was a question without taking chances. For
"If we only get home all r1gh t,'' was J acl•'s oroviso.
as soon as it would be.c ome certain that one was in its path tbe time
" 1 kn<tw no reason why we should not."
•
left to get out of i~s way would be limited.
Abl though they little realized it there were many obstacles 'in the
The main comet was uow far on its way along the other side of its way of their departure for borne at once. What tllese were we shall
soon see.
,
•
or'>it and still traveling ofi' toward the horizon.
It would gradually grow smaller, though would prollably be visible
Barney and Pomp were, as usual, ready to contrillute their quota
. to the fund of general amusement.
'
for three months yet.
But the fragment or off-shoot was now looming up perilously n11ar
Barney brought out his Irish fiddle and danced an Irish jig and
played
Ir1sh
airs
the
while.
·
'
the earth.
·
The air ship found a haven in one of the warm valleys; all!\ as near ... Pomp, not to be outdone, came out with his banjo.
• He waa an adept at strumming this, and also sana cleverly some
til" face or a cliff as possibte.
\
omical darky songs.
"'
·
The hours passed.
So several hours were passed by the company.' And then Frank
All tbe aerial voyagers could do now was to watch the vivid de·
decided that they had better turn in for a night's sleep.
scent of the cometo
Nearer it drew now with increased velocity.
Tbe aloud of steam yet hung Ofer the distant lake. It was certain
A light not of earth and most supernatural was spread over the '-that t!1e a~rolite could not be inspected until this should clear away.
whole Antarr,tic region.
~s It m1gbt be hours, perhaps days, before this transpired, it was
Tl.111 voyagers watched all breathlessly.
deCided to follow Frank's advice ana indulge in a night's sleep.
Then Professor Menaon gasped:
This was done.
Soon the entire party were in ' the emhrace of
"Heaven defend us! l believe it will strike in this very valley, and Morpheus. Not until they had sufficiently satiated the desire for
slumBer
did
thev
awake.
it sboald lill it with lire!"
Then it was seen that the steam cloud had greatly abated.
Frank declared:
" I believe we can go oYer there now with safety. All aboard!"
CHAPTER VIII.
He went into the pilot bouse and turned the rotascope switch. The
air-ship sprung upward.
THE LAKE DISAPPEARS.
Ten miles was easily covered by the Flash. A deacent was made
IT was a thrilling declaration. Tile result of such a contingency to upon au eminence which overlooked the lake.
The scene spread to tile view or the voyagers was a curious one.
the voyagers could readily )le understood.
As the professor had predicted, the lake was no longer there.
But their fearR proved unfounded.
In its place was a curious mass of charred rocks .and sand.
It
The comet did not strike iu that Yalley. But it did !!trike full in the
was the IJed of the lake which bad been completely evaporate«.
center of a lake not. ten mile1 distant.
the
comet-what
was
to
be
found?
·
.
Of
The result was terrific.
Nothing!
The earth shook, flames and great clouds of steam leaped up into
At least nothing tangible. The evidence of il.s work alone. The·
the air to a great height.
,
.
It was as if a combinatiOn of volcano and earthquake were at work: blackened bed of the lake and the mighty clouds of steam.
This verified the pro feasor's theory to a uot that the comet waH not
in the vicinity.
a solid body.
·
The voyagers clun~ to each other with strange sensations.
Being but amasa ot infiammabltl gases in a condensed and procreaIt seemed as if t.he world was coming to an end, so strange and un·
naturnl were the manifestations. The scene and the - experience was tive form, nothing could be left of it, after its impact with the water&
of the lake.
never forgotten by our voyagers.
All this was explained by Prof. Mendon, to the deep intere~t of his·
The lake was on the other side or the volcanic range and was n numhearers.
•
ber of miles In are:~.
"Mercy on us!" exclaimed Jack. What a powerful amount of fire
The adventurers bad obtained a good view of it when the air-ship
there
must
have
been
in
that comet to turn this whole lake into
descended. It was a considerable body of water.
But the comet hall fallen, and the fears of our voyagers were at an steam!"
" Indeed, yes!" repliad the professor. " No doubt the water ill par'
•nd.
The earth had not been knocked from its axis, nor had It suffered made fuel for the fires!"
" Humph!" said Frank, " I am afraid we shall be unable to carry
any serious injury.
.
The original cornet was spe-e ding off to the distant horizon, and home any pieces of the comet."
· "The comet, therefore, is a snare and a delusion," laughed the
every moment growing less distinct.
.
Now that the d~nger was over the aerial v.:>yagers recovered their professor, "an exceedingly impalpable thing!" .
" This much rwe have certiLinly learnec.l ·by coming to the Sooth
spirits. All were anxious to see what· the work of the comet bad
Pole!'' declared J·a ck.
- ·
been.
It was no use to atte!llpt to walk upon the bed of the allsorbed
" I can say that I am glad it is over!" declared Prof. Mendon.
lnke.
The
earth
was
so
heated
that
tile
consequences
would have
"So am I!" said Frank.
'·
"And we ar!l •luck:y to have been so narrowly missed," said Jack,. been serious.
For a time the party watched the scene. Then they returned to the
" i hough the miss was teo miles, .it was nevertheless a close one!''
air-ship.
All agreed to this.
·
It seemed as if the great expedition had reached ils epd.
.
" Golly I" cried Pomp, "dis chile was jes' s'pectin' to see de Angel
There seemed nothing more to do but to get aboard and sail back
Gabriel ellery moment."
"Begorra, I niver heerd the loikes av sich worruk!" averred Bar- to the Storm Kmg and thence home.
The chase for the great comet was ended.
ney. "I belave av ould Nick bimsilf had turned up jist thin I
Tlie comet was far on the return course of Its orbit. It had probawouldn't have ffi(lVed out av me thracks."
bly paid the earth a nearer visit than any other comet.
All laughed heartily.
It might be ages before such a wonderful thing would occur again.
Then attention was turned to the air-ship. The Flash was practiIt was little wonder therefore that the two scientists, father and son.
cally unhurt.
The frost bad or course long sioce melted from her windows. So were highly pl6as~d. They had witnessed that which no <>t.ber scientists
had ever witnessed in all time.
far as could be seen she bad suffered no ill from her long journey
They were content to return borne 11nd report to the scientific soheavenward.
The curiosity of all was now excited as to the eficct of the comet ciety. They would be sure of a medal of honor and distinction.
c;But Professor Mendon was not blind · to one fact. He gripped
upon the lake Into which it had fallen.
One effect was visible. This was an imr:<ense cloud of ste>lm which Frank Reade, Jr.'s, hand, and said:
" But for you, this wonderful phenomenon would be lost t(l the
kept rising skyward.
Beyond this nothing could be seen. Professor Me!ltlon advanced a world. My son and I woulll have sacrificed our lives for the one
glimpse of the comet at such close quarters. We owe you mncb.P
bypothes,is. ·
"It is nothing!'' replied Frank. "In serving vou. I am doing
"It is my opinion,'' he said, •• that the lake is converted into steam
by the !!res of the aerolite. I don't believe you will find IIluch trace the interests or science a great service. I am well repaid.''
It was decided _to spend no more Lime. at the South Pole,· but,.at
of the lake after the steam sub!!ides."
•
once return home.
"Do you believe that it has completely absorbed the lake?" asked
No time was devoted to futther exploration of the Antarctic
Frank.
world.
••Yes!"
o
How far It might extend, or whether it was inhabited o~ not, no
This seemed like a strong statement, but they remembered that the
longer interested them. All had the fever to be ilornewnrd bour:d.
aerolite was a big one.
Life in tllose awful solitudes was beooming oppressive.
The curiosity of all was aroused now. They awaited with im·
To be so long beyond the beneficent rays of the sun was a posi;
patience a favorable moment to pay a vhit to the scene.
But as Prof. Mendon declared, Jt was of little use to go thither while tiV9 injury to health. The v.1yagers were beginmng to experience
some of the discomforts of the Arctic explorers, who bafe nigh been
the mighty clouds of steam were asnending.
So no elrort was made to do so. All were hungry, nnd Pomp pro- driYen mad by extended season of darkness.
So it was conclud~ thllL they had tarried long enough in the region
ceeded to spread himself npon a good meal.
After all bad partaken of this, Prof. Mendon entertained the party of snow and ice.
Ali
went aboard.
awhile with humorous stories. He was supplied with aiund of them.
\
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A last view was taken of the volcanoes, of the absorbed lake uud
the Antarctic valley.
Then Frank sent the air-ship up. It rose like a bird. It was headed
doe north.
.
.
'l'he purpose now was to find the Storm Kin~. Then,, when the 1ce
pack broke up, the ship could sail for home. · 'I be u1r slnp, or course,
eonld go at any time.
.
The temperate valleys were left behind. Once more fur suns were
broug ht into requisition.
The cold was sometbing most frigh tful to face. They sehlom ventured out on deck.
But a few hours Inter the tt>lmperature rose a peg. Then inky blackness shut down, as a terrific blizzard .begun to blow.
CHAPTER IX.
'lH E BLia;ZARD.

IN the Antarctic blizzard the air-ship was completely lost. Of
course It was impossible to see in auy :lirection.
The snow blew in tt.e most blinding of blasts. Nothing couU ·be
seen beyoad the windows.
Even the powerful search-light failed to penetrate but a few f~t into the air aheud.
It was by no means an encouraging . outlook. To any that Frnuk
Reade Jr. was dismayed would be a nnld statement.
To ~sce~d above the storm was hardly ·feasible, as it doubtless ex·
tended to an enormous altitude.
To face it seemed the only way. Of course the compass was of no
use in these latitudes so Frank ba.rdly knew which way to go.
But be kept what he believed to be a. northerly course and trusted
lo fate. This led to misfartune.
There was " sudden terrific shock. Everybody on board was
knocked down'. It seemed for a moment as H the ·air-ship was com·
ing to pieces.
Th~>n Barney who was at the wheel, WBS able to penetrate the
gloom fa.r enou~h to see that :he prow of the air-ship hall collided
with the peak or some mighty iceberg.
.
But Frank bad sprung below.
In that moment he had fancied hearing something about the machinery click and break. But though he searched for It, be found
oothing then.
The storm bad now increaeed with awful fury; the blackness was
deeper, and the whirl of snow more dense.
No progress was even attempted. Tons of snow were on the
the deck. It clogged the rotascope valves.
This speedily began to tell, f1.1r it weighed the air·sblp down
1
fearfully.
Now for the first time Frank grew apprehensive.
"I never saw so much snow before in my career," he declared;
" and how wet and heavy it is! l fear we shall have to do something at once to get out or it, or we shall be burled!"
· " Beja:bers, Misther Frank," cried Barney, "there's only wan way!"
" And tha~--" .
" .Mellhe we kin go above it."
" Correct!" cried Frauk, "try it. Let the air-ship go up."
But even as he spoke, Barney gave an appqlling cry. In a moment
Frank was by his side.
'
" .Mercy on u~, Misther Frank!" cried the Celt. " Shure, the rotascopes won't worruk fast enough."
.. Won't work fast enough!'' exclaimed Frank, "it is the clogging
snow. Ah!"
Even aa· he spoke he hea.rd'lb rending crash in the engine-room. The
air-ship began to settle.
"Begorra., we're going down,'' cried Borney, in dismay.
Frank knew this well.
He knew that there had been a break in the machinery. In face of
the ~resent situation tbe outlook was serious.
Jf the air·ship should fall and be unable to r1se' it would be literally
buried iQ the snow.
This did not mean that it could never be resurr.ectell, but the situation woald be an exceedingly awkward nod uopleasunt one. It would
at leust mean delay.
In that moment it did not once occur to Frank that possibly till'
break was a serious one, and might indeed prevent the Flash from
!lying a2:ain.
Thv other voyagers rushed into the pilot boose with dismay.
The air-ship settled down slowly and .softly between the peaks or a.
hu11:e berg, and all the while the snow sifted down over her.
Harder anti fn.ster blew the snow.
It seemed to come in drilLing clouds.
In a few moments, as it seemed, it was over the thwarts or the
&hip,
It was not nncomforta.ble In the cabin. But the voyagers were nil
so much plunged into dismay and apprehension that they were not in
a moool to Mppreciate this .
.'One and ull only thou~ht or some way of extricating the air ship.
..,,, . Was her mncltinery broken beyond repair?
!
Frank Rertda wa9 already at work upon it.
When he came up into tbe cabin again there was an anxious expres~ion on his face.
"Bow ts it, Mr. Rende!" asked the professor; "ls the break beyond repair?''
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"I hope not," repli ed !!'rank; "if I bad the ship at home l should
say not but I have not the right tools to work with here."
And ~till tha snow grew <leeper ·outside. It was now on a level
with the pilot·~ouse window.
At this rate before~ many hours the air-ship would lie completely
buried.
.
The electric lights made all light enough in tJte cabin. But nothin g
could be seen outside.
Words can hardly describE\ the situation or express the sen~ation or
the snow-bound adventurers.
Hours passed and still the blinding storm k ~pt ~n. .
.
Pr.>fessor Mendon occup:ed the most of his tun e 111 studymg the
pbenor..ena.
But the others were content to occupy themselves in various other
ways in the cubin.
.
For twenty hours the fearful storm r~ged. TIIP n tt wns not known
'whether It had ceased or not, for the wuu1ows were euttrely blocKed.
Tl!e appalling fact was forced upon the voyagers •hat they were
buried in the suow.
Perhaps forever! It might be impossible to ever extricate the air
a.bip from Its imprisonment.
· In that case fearful .would be the fate or the party. But as yet none
would believe this.
Frank Reade, Jr., would not accept the fact but that there was some
way out of tl!e predicument. And so time went on.
At length, when fully ~wo days \tad thus passed, Fran .k said:
"I am not ~oing to stay here any longer. I m~~u to lind out where
we ·are, and whether the storm has ceased or uot!
"Good," cried the profesaor; "let us by all means!"
" Bow shall we go to work to do it?" asked Jack.
.. Begorra, the only wuy I ca.n see is to dig our way out," cried Barney.
"If it is necessay we will do that," declared Frank• .
" How i:leeply are we buried do you thinkr' asked Mendon.
" We cannot be entirely buried,'' reasoned Frank, '' or we W('IU!d
lack for air. As yet we have not been much troubled in that respect."
11 That is true!" agreed the professor.
"And a point well L~ken.
Will}'ou go out by the deck door, Mr. Realle?"
11
No, by the upper batch," said Frank.
"There must be a weight of snow on tba.t. Can we r!li&e it!"
"If we connot, then we shall know that we are hopelessly buried."
" I believe you are right."
Frank led the way to the upper batch. He applied h.ls atren~tth to
the trap. It yielded a trilla.
,
His single strength was not adequate. The othen. sa.w this and at
once volunteered aid.
With four of them pressing up against the trap it began slowly t.o
rise. Steadily it went up.
Then Barney began to dig the snow away with a shovel. Suddenly
the Pky was seen overbea<l.
"Good!'' cried Frank. "Keep on! We are coming out of it!"
This was quite apparent.
In a few momenta Barney had cleared away enough of the snow so
that all could emerge.
The scene which thPy beheld was a novel and curious one.
The full effect of the -!!Izzard was now seen.
The storm had passed nod the starlit sky was above. Upon nll
sides was ·Lhe stretch of Antarctic country covered with • deep mantle
or white.
It was seen that the air-Rhip was imbedded in a. huge drift, and that
1he was completely clogged with snow.
But her rotaecopts were unharmed and no serious injury wa.s done
her.
Yet the situation was grave enough.
It meant that unless the snow was cleared away very speedily, the
air-ship might llave to remain in her present predicament an indefinite
length of tillijl.
.
.
Or at least until the Antarctic summer should come again, which
would not 'he for many weary months. This, however, Frank
Reade, Jr., had no idea or sabm1tt.ing to.
It was his intention to be out and en route to America· as quick•
ly as possible.
There seemed but .one wa.y to accomplish this, · and that was to
di~ the air-ship out of her bed of snow.
This would mean hard labor, out the voyagers _were not at a.ll
averse to this, it being a part of the programme.
Frank's views
were warmly seconded even by the Mendons.
•·I usP.d to be pretty good at di~ging,'' declared the scientist;
"and here is Jack, who is uble-bodied.'
·
So shovels were brought up and i.he work began.
·
Fortunat~ ly the snow hall warmed the atmosphere materially, a.nd
it was not at all unpleasant working on the upper deck.
In u comparatively short dpace of time Barney and Pomp had
cleared and thawed out the rot1tscope.
Then the snow wa.s scraped from' the upper deck.
Alter wotking ten full hours a. reaL was indulged in.
For recreation Frank suggested a enowshoe trip. This was warmly
agreed to.
Barney and Pomp were the most enthusiastic of all •
As there was no possibility of the air-ship getting a.wny, or or there
being any human foes in the vicinity to metldle with it, it was not
deeJllPd nPcessnry to leave a guard Oil board.
Warmly wrapoell in lura the party donned their snow -shoes. All
were provided with rilles.
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" We may linJ some game stalled in the snow!'' declarhl Frank;
"ami il so, we may Bland a chance to secure it!"
Thus equipped the party set out.
It was an eujoyuble experience.
On the snow-shoes they wnll>ed with ease over snows which they
knew to be full tw'lnty feel deep.
Without the snow-shoes they would be · buried irrevocably lu the
feathery while cloud. It was a thrilling thought.
CHAPTER X.
UNWELCOME VISITORS.
THE Antarctic conntfy here was broken with a diversity of hills and
Talleys.
There were mighty glaciers, deep crevasses, nnd abysses in to which
one might fall with . no chance or ever getting out.
So it wus found ne;:essary to proceed with caution, despite the
fact that they wore snow-shoes.
There was something wonderfully exhilarating in the sport.
The party went on for an hour climbing huge drifts allll descending into greut ravines.
It was enjoyment or the keenest sort.
The A!ltarctic air did not seem to have its usual chill to-day and
this made the occasion nil the more enjoyable.
Tbns fur but little evidence of game had been seen.
"BAjabers, I'm a(ther thin.kin' they are snowed under!'' cried Burney with his accustomed Irish wit. "Maybe they'll come up wid tbe
abamrock in the spring."
"Huh! I done llnk if dey am unller dis snow dey will jes' stay
dere," lleclared Pomp.
"Begorra, ph were else wud they be!" propounded Barney.
It wus Prof. Mendon who attempted to solve this problem.
" That looks very reasonable," he said, "but it is my opinion that
instinct causes them to either hibernate or tlee before the storm to n
part or the country not so overwhelmed."
"No doubt the professor is right," declared Frank.
But at. that moment a distant moving white form was seen upon the
side or an eminence.
The adventurers gazed upon it with amazement.
." B) Jupiter!" exclaimed Jack, •: what is tbt>tr
Frank llrew back the hummer of his rifle.
" A white bear!'' he declared.
" A bear!" exclaimed tbe young scientist. " I should think so
heavy a creature would sink instanter!"
" Not much!'' replied his (ather, tbe professor, "the white bear is
endowt>d by nature with the faculty lor walking upon the lightest surlace or snow."
" How does he do It!"
'' Well, if you will examine his feet, especially .his hind quarters,
you will llnd that they have a surface not unlike our snow shoes.
Walking upon snow gives the bear a squatty attitude, but he does it
just the same.''
•· Wonderful!" cried Jack. "We Jive to learn!"
" Indeed we do!" agreed Fran , "but shall we give chase to his
bearship."
"By all means. Let us not return withcut li bit or game."
"Very well.''
With this the hunt.ers ~et out in pursuit of their quarry.
But it was not much or a chase. The bear did not seem at all in:
clined to run away.
Jt is a well-known fact that the white bear is one or the grittiest or
animals.
While it is not strictly aggressive and seldom molests man it will
neverthele~s stand its ground with great courage and fury.
And it is no despicable foe.
Woe to the man who comes in reach of its prodigious paws. A
blow would fell an 011..
As this specimen now found himself surrounded by his roes he did
not come the sneak act by any means. He turned about on h!s
haunches squarely and wnited for an att.ack.
Frank drew ann and tired.
The bullet bad no more effect than to make his benrship growl, and
thPn he made a lunge forward.
Indeed, as he came tearing down the slope it was no easy work for
the bunters on their snow shoes to get out or the way.
Pomp b.uely escapetl the animal's claws .
•.
All now began to pour shots into the bear. or course there could
be bolt one result.
One of the bullets was bound to llnd a vital spot.
In a few momects the bear fell over in tts death struggle.
He was u monster of the species and the hunters congregated over
him with interest.
Barney and Pomp procee<ied to remove his skin. While Frank and
the scientists began to (oll3W what looked like fox track@.
In a 1short while the crack or their rilles was beard over a distant
ridge.
They presently returned bringing a couple of beautiful white foxes
which w~re stulled in the snow.
This was game enough for one expedition, so it was decided to return home.
·
Back to the atr.sl)ip the hunters now made their way. They were
all unwitting the surprise in Htore for them.
Soddenly Jack Mendon, who wua in the lead, exclaimed:
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" Do you see all those bear tracks! On my word they are leading
to the air·ship.''
"So they are," agreed Frank, with interest.
"Do you suppos~ we have unwelcome visitors!" asked tbe proreseot·.
All looked amazed.
" On my word that would not be pleasant!" exclaimeci Frank.
" I should say not."
"They may do the air-ship a great deal of damage.'.'
,"'Certainly."
Anxiously all pressed forward to surmount a rid!!e near by and "'et
a view of the ship.
o
As they did so nil gave a cry of fear ami dismay.
Upon the deck of the Flash were three huge bears. A fourth was
seen about descending into the cabin.
·• Jemima!" gasped Jack Mendon, "they have taken possession!"
"Begorra, wuit till we get widin range av .the bastes!" cried .Burney,: slipping cartridges into his rille.
Forwar<l the hunters now presst!cl eagerly.
It was d~etnell best to get within range and then separate, keepmg
well at a dtstance.
Of course there was no way to get rid or the unwelcome visitors
but to tire upon them. This might attract their attantion and by 1
drawing them away from, the air-ship give the hunters a chanctl to
get aboard.
Frank opened lire.
He was in rare luck.
His lirst shot stretched one of the bears out. It happened to strike
him in a vital part.
'l'hen a fusillade began.
The bears were seemingly astonished at the attack. But as soon
as they saw their assailuuts with angry growls they came to the charge.
This wus just what tl!e hunters wanted.
Frank Reade, Jr., managed to get bellind them and started for tbe
seck of the air-ship.
Jack Mendon dropped one or the bears. Tbe remaining two were
badly riddled with shots.
Leaving his companions to liniHh them, Frank pressed on to the
air-ship.
.
He was quitkly on the deck. He suw that some of the railing bad
been clemolished, but little damage was done beyond this.
But at the root or the gangway be saw that the bears had already
paid the cabin a visit.
T!tings were fearfully cluttered up. Much was torn and llestroyed,
and several pie::e11 or furniture were clawed to pieces.
. " Serves us right for leaving the cabin alone!" muttered the young
mventor.
He pushed on through the llrst cabin.
J uet as he was about to go forward he heard a curious sound. The
galley door was open.
Frank looked thllher.
The sight which met Ilia gaze was 'l. most astounding one. There
right in the middle or the galley floor was a huge white bear.
. Its snout wad covered with jam, and its paws had turned tbe flour
barrel inslce out.
The galley was in a s~ata of wreck and coti rusion. For a moment
Frank wns dumfound ..d.
Then he acted.
It 'was wholly upon impulse.
He raised his rille und fired point blank at ,the bear. The bullet
strucK the brute's forehead.
Of course it glancell off. The pain was muddenlng. It made ,a
shuffling leap forward.
Frank tri~>d 10 get ou~ or the way, but it was too late.
One or the huge paws struck him lO his knees. Again be fired, but
again the bullet bad no effect.
'l'liis Lime the loear was upon him.
In that moment Frank Reade, Jr., belit~ved himself lost. The great
jaws yawned ovet· him, the guunt arms held him.
But at that moment rescue came.
Cruckl
A rille directly behind Frank spoke sharply. The bullet strucs: the
·
beur full in tbe mouth.
"Don't yez fear, Misther Frank. Be aisy!'' cried Barney.
Tbe Oelt had arrived just in tbe nick or time.
In another moment Frank neade, Jr •• would have received biB death
warrant, The huge brute reeled and fell in a heap.
Frank staggered hack for a moment overcome, but he recovered
:timself just as the others entered.
'l'hey took in the situation · at a glance. Barney was a hero at that
moment. All hastened to congratulate Frank on his narrow escape.
"Saints defend us!'' exclaimed the professor, "it was a close call
for you, Mr. Reade! What would become or us if harm wus to come
to· you!"
Frank smiled and thanked his friends wnrmly for their ~>xpressions
of !!:Ood will.
Tben it was set about to see just what dama~e had been done by
the bear. It was round to be nothing very serious nfter all.
A lillie labor repairPd it all. The ca.rcnss or the bear was drajZged
out upon tlte snow. Then B·uney and Pomp removed the pelts from
all.
And so ended the hunt.
• Very rortunutelv no one was injured, and nil were iu the best of
j spirits. But lhe exciting events or the period were not over yet by any
m~ans.
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CHAPTER XL
MISHAP TO THE FLASH,

THE matter now which claimed the attention of all was the remov.
nl of the snow from ; he decks of the nir-~hip.
Once more they began work, and bad made slow progress when
Ole inventiTe genius of Frank Reade, Jr., came to the rescue.
"Enough!" he cried, suddenly flinging down his shovel. "This ia
too hard work for me; I've had enough of it!"
'l'he others looked at him in amazement.
Of courae they at.opped work.
" What is the matter, Mr. Reade?'' asked thll professor.
" I think thor.e is a better plan for doing this job."
or course all were interested.
"Your inventive genius comea to the front, Mr. Reed," crieu tile
professor. " What may it be!''
" Wait and I will show you.''
Frank cllmbed down into the cabin. He went into the dynamo
room and began to co1l together a number of wires.
·
In a few moments he bad made a r.umber of net-like sections. These
be took out and place.! at various distances upon thA snow.
To each be connected a wire from thE' dynamos.
"What are you going to do, Mr. Reade'!" asked the professor
finally, unable to longer restrain his curiosity.
"I am going to try and remove this snow by means or electric
bent," replied the young !nven1or.
"Electric hunt!"
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"Barney," he said, "I am al~aid ti.Je Flash IS never going to Lie able
to get us back i;ome.''
.Barney was dumfounded.
"Yez don't say•!'' he gasped.
"It is my fear. .Have you not noticed her peculiar actions!"
"S'Jure, yes, sor; but l niver thought but that we'd bo aftber getting back, sor."
.
" l fear not.''
.Barney scratched his bead.
He was a plucky rascal, was this little 1rishman. Finally be venturtlc\ to say:
"Well, sor, if she breaks down wid us, can't we foix her up ngin?"
"No,'' replied Frank. "Her breaking down will be a wearing c.at.
The machmery would all have to be replaced. That we cannot do.''
The Celt was thoughtful. But he wus not to be defeated.
His eyes flashed.
" I have it, sor!"
"Well?"
"We kin foind our way back to the Storm King. Shure, whi11
Spbring cums we'll just sail home in her!"
"Tbat is very good, Barney," said Frank, shaking his head, but-"
" Ph wnt, sor!''

" 'l'he Storm King is worse ofi than we are.''
"Yez don't mane to say--"
" Rhe is nipped in the ice, and I predict that she will aever float
again."

•

.Baruey sank down into a chair. He bad no more to any. The outlook was certainly bad.
"Yes!''
In a moment all saw the point. How feasible the plan was, of
" Do yez want to say anything to the others!" hi'! asked finally.
course only events could prove.
" I think no~." replied Frank. "It is enough for you and I to
know it.''
.But it looked reasonable.
"Shure it is, sor."
It was certain that the wires could be healed terrifically hy the
dynamoe. Of course tllis mu!t have some effect upon the snow.
So the matter wr.s kept secret. The air-ship kept on her way north.
Frank literally covered the snow with the nettings. Then a ditch ward though.
was dug through the drift for the water and slush to be carried of!.
Frank proceeded slowly, for he feared to tax the macl:iner•· to its
Then Frank went into the cabin and turned on the full force of the utmost for fear of u break-down.
dynamos.
.But he knew that the end was near and could not be long deferred.
The result was quickly aiJparent.
One day the pack ice was sighted. The sun ,was now visible just
·
The wires sank into the snow with a terrific hiss. Great clouds of ur:der the horizon.
steam began to arise.
This was indication that they were near the open sea, and conseThe snow began to 8ettle as if beneath the sun of an April day. It qnently in higher latitudes.
They m.ust soon reach the locality where the Storm KiDl; was leewas soon on a level with the lower deck before acy water was seen.
Then the heated wires under the frigid mass made hosiness lively. bound. So a sharp lookout was kept for the ship.
It was Pomp who first sighted the Storm King.
In a very short space of time water w~s coursing through the ditch.
The vessel had changed t.er position greatly since first tl1ey saw
Of course it froze rapidly hut not in the 'l'icinity of the heated wires.
Th'lse were literally disintegrating the great mass of white. Faster her.
She was much more on her side, and the ice was pressing about
and faster it settled.
Now it was far below the bulwarks. Before two hours had passed her in great masses.
the great snowdrift was reduced.
" On my word,'' exclaimed Prof. Mendon, " I fear that the Storm
King will be nippad!"
'fhe air·Bhip sat on a level keel upon the ice.
"She is already!" said Frank.
The snow which had not been melted was piled up in heaps about.
Then Frank shut ofi the current.
The profesdor looked keenly at the young inventor. Tbeo. be drew
The success of the contnvn.nce wae a victory for Frank Reade, Jr., him to one side, saying:
·a nd brought a cheer from all.
" I have noted for somewhile that there was somethin~ on your
·
"Enougli !" cried Professor Mendon. " Defeat is not in the cate· mind. Will not you tell mer•
'
'Really--" b~>gan Frank.
gory for Frank Reade, Jr. He would overcome any obstacle!"
Frank modestly acknowledged the homage paid him, anti said:
"'l'hat is all right," said the scientist. "You can trust me. Are
"But we must take advllntageofour op;>ortunity now to get out of our chances good for getting- out of this Antarctic country!''
this vicinity. If we do not, I fear we shall get into trouble."
Frank was silent a moment. Then he fearlessly replied:
"I fear not." •
"Which is right," cried Jack Mendon; ".I am ready to go! Let ns
push on to find tile Storm King!"
.The scientist seemed deeply affected for a moment, and then said:
"But first to repair the air-ship,'' declared Frank.
'
"It is not for myself I care. I am an old man. .But my boy-1
The young inventor went below again to search for the break in the had hopes of a great career for Jack!"
Frank placed a hand on the old man's arm.
electrical machinery.
This time he found it and wna but a little while in repairing it. Then
"Do not l&t me unduly alarm you," he said. "All my fears may
all was ready.
be naught. Tbe Storm King muy float all right yet."
Once rnoro the rotascopes buzzed.
" But the air·ship--"
"I simll not venture to essay the trip home with her."
As soon as they b'ad ciMred themselves well of thtl Pnow and ice,
the air-ship sprung up into the air.
Neitber spoke on the subject again. But they had a ~ood underNorthward again Frank set her course.
standing.
She sailed on over the snow-bound region apparently as steady as
The air-ship now drew rapidly nearer the Storm King. But just at
ever.
that moment a cutastropbe occurred.
At least it seemed so to the voyagers, all save Frank Reade, Jr.
Tne Flush suddenly and without warning began to sink. Cries of
The young inventor was not satisfied.
alarm escaped the voyagera. Jack Mendon rushed to Frank and
His keen sense bad revealed to him a peculiar motion, and a certain cried:
unsteadiness wliich were alarming.
" Mr. Reade, what Is the matter?"
The air-shio had been strongly built.
The young inventor replied:
But in spite of all this, nothing created by man can be eternal.
" It is no use to d1sguise the fact longer. The air-ship bas reached
Frank knew this well enough.
the limit of its career."
The Flash had traveled a good ways and encountered mapy serious
Pomp and Jack Mendon wete the only ones who Ot<. not Know this.
nod rough mishaps.
They were, however, soon resigned, as were the others.
It could not be expected that she should last forever. But would she
''We came here expecting to lose our live~.·· said J;'rofeesor Men·
be able to take them out of this· desolate lost land?
don, "but we are sorry that yon should sacritice yours for ours!''
This was the question.
"We have taken our own chances," said Frauk; "it is no fault of
Frank feared the worst.
yours. We do not find fault.''
He dared not think of the enormity and horror of such a fate as
The air-ship settled down easily upon an ice floe. The men from
being left In that region of ice.
the Storm King came rushing over.
Explanations were quickly in<!ulged in. Captain Briggs was dumIt would be akin to a slow, lingering death.
The chances of rescue were few. The vessels which penetrated to founded when he learned the air-ship bad probably sailed her last
those seas were very few. The chance of being rescued by one was cruise.
slight.
·
"Then we nre lost!" he cried in dismny. "We were depen_ding
upon you to save us!''
'fhus the situation stood.
At length, unable to bear the strain longer, Frank called Barney
aside and confided his fears to him.
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THE ICE BREAKS UP- END.

"WHAT do you mean?" cried Frank. "Will n.ot your ship tloat?"
"Do not tell ti.Je crew,'' whispered Captain Briggs, "but the ice
bas crushed her keel!"
It was au appalling moment.
Then Prof. Mendon turned to Frank.
"Is there no way in wnicu your air-ship can be repaireq, Mr.
Reade?"
Frank shook his head.
"No possiale way," he replied.
Tlleo all proceeded to leave the air-ship where she rested on the ice
11oe and walk over to the ice-bound si.Jip.
In all its phases the situation was a most appalling one.
No one seemed to be able to advance a plan for getting out of the
scrape. A gloom bung over all.
It requtred ·but a glance for Frank to see lh<~t the Storm King was
past all aid.
"She wtll never float agail\," bo mutt~>red. "This is the hardest
kind or luck!~
Tho ~matter as requested by Captain Briggs was kept secret from
the crew.
TIJey were ignorant and prejudiced fellows, ai1d there was no telling what insane thing they mlgbt do if they knew the truth.
A show was made at clearing the ice from the Storm King's
sides, and preparing for the breaking up or the ice pack.
This was to daceive the crew.
Whenever practical, the aerial voyagers and the captain were
wont to discuss tt.e situation.
Many plans were laid. All at best were but dernier resort,
( It Waj! suggested by Captain Briggs that t.he whaling boats or
the ship be dragged out upon ti.Je tce and . fitted out for a last resort.
Tho chances were small, however, or ever being able to make any
nothern land in these.
The southern seas were of the roughest description. It required
a strong ship to weather them at all times.
· But yet hope was not abandoned. Jack Mendon advanced a plan.
Tllis was to build a huge raft and launcli it as soon as a clea~ sea
could be had. :·•
But it was yet too early to take action of this kind. Moreover, it
would excite the fears of the crew aull be sure to make trouble.
Tl.le days passed into weeks.
'l.'llere were plenty of supplies for all, for the air ship was· well
s\ocked as well as the ship.
'l.'be long Antarctic winter was slowly wearing away, but ·it seemed
almost imermi::able.
However, the sun finally began to show above the horizon, and with
its coming,there was a change.
It seemed as if the whole face of Nature was undergoing disruption.
Flocks or sea fowls came down. Open places appeared in ti.Je sea or
ice.
'l.'he atmosphere began to moderate very perceptibly. After a time
cracking and booming noises came to tlle ears of the voyagers from
the ice fields.
It was now tirne· to act.
'file Storm King bad Legoo to list heavily and settle in the ice.
There was a gurgling sound under her as if of tlowing waters.
'l'hen Captain Briggs called the crew together.
He told tl.tem the snuation plainly and honestly.
" There is no hope for the ship!" he declared. " She must go to
the bottom."
The effect upon the crew was not at fir~t very pleasant. They
eeeme'l inclined to mutinous spirit.
But a little arguing by Frank Reade, Jr., and the captain had a
good etlect upon them.
"You must kuow," said Frank, "that this is no fault of ours.
Ships will all meet with mishaps."
"But there is no help for us by being brought away down here in
this God forsaken part of the world," declared one of the crew su~lily.
'
I
Frank saw that it was useless to try to reason with them further,
iO the subject was dropped.
But it was arranged t,bat all of the aerial travelers should go well
armed to guard against an outbrflak. And Captain Briggs prepareu
for the deserting of the ship.
And here was a source or trouble. The crew were determined to
pin their faith to the ship and would not leave it.
Argument was or no avail.
At length Captain Briggs cried, angrily:
"Well, stick to your ship and go to your doom. If you will be
fools sufl':lr the cooseque!lces."
TIJen preparations were made for equipping tbe boats and the building of a ra!t.
Trouble now began.
The crew o'ljPcted to the removal or the boats from the ship. Big
Hod Olsen, the boatswain, growled:
" If ye take our boats what's to become or us if the ship founders?''
The crew· were obdurate and armed themselves. Only Frank Reade,
Jr.'s cool nerve saved the day.
" They cannot object to our building a raft," he said. "By the
time we get that done the ship will be in such a position that I think
they wilol c~me to their senses.
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So work; was begun on the raft.
It was \linde large and strong with high bulwarks. On board were
placed goodly stores.
Upon this raft they could drift for weei(B. If they chanced to get
into a northbound current all might !.Je well.
They would stand a good chunce of meeting some sealing, vessel or
eventually reachmg the mainland of Au stralia.
Every hour now the ice field was dielDtegratiug. Only a mile nortlt
lay the open sea.
Piece by piece the ice field broke away and drtfted ott The line
was drawing nearer.
And now Captain Briggs took Hod Ols0n into the hold of the
Storm Kiug and showed him several feet of water.
·
"She will tJurely go down!" he declared. " All that supports her
is the ice."
This convinced the crew, though ir, dill not by any means settle.
their fears. They were moody aud surly.
"I thioll we bad better not stay in their compnn}," said the cap·
tain to the others. "Let Ud give them the cl.Joice of the boats or the
raft.''
This was done.
The crew decided quickly upon the boats. These were equipped and
j9rovisioued.
The last of the ice pack was now in motion. The heavy sea caused
it to rock violently.
At this juncture it occurred to Captain Briggs J,o tal;e his bearinas.
"'
He wa;. given a start of surprise.
"On my word," he cried. " We are ten degrees further north than
we were. What can it mean!"
All were surprised as well.
"Then the ice pack must be drifting northwanl,'' declared Frank.
This solved the problem.
It was also a gratifying realization. They were in 11. north•bouod
current and must, some time, barring accident, reach norti.Jeru seas.
1 , 'l.'IJe epi~its or all .arose.
Even the crew brightened up. The future looked more cheerful.·
P,rofessor Mendon was con Iiden t.
"I can see iu all this the hand of fate," he declared. "I tell you
we are going to Jive to get back to civilization, and I shall be able
to render science a mighty servic•1."
Tl•e Storm King bad settled almost to her gunwales. Early one
•
morning her end camo.
A report like a cannon rushed across the ice field. Tons of ice
. piled up mountain high. The ship felt tile tlwck.
It was her death knell.
With one mighty lunge she went down. · Only a hole in the ice and
a few air bubbles remained.
·
·
The . air-ship, being much lighter, would lloat iotle!l&itely. TIJe
t.ime had come for action.
·
The raft and the boats were launched.
Sails were set and the wind drove them slowly northward.
Frank took a last look at the Flash.
'
'rhe northward current proved ·a strong one.
The rnft and boats were rapillly carried into higher latitudes. Thus
for days they kept on.
Fortune seeme([ to favor them. 'l.'be seas were rough but no
storm came to disturb them for over a week.
'
Then a territic norther set in. It was now that the superiority of
the raft was shown.
One of the whaleboats was stove, and tlle crew barely succeeded iu
reaching the raft.
The other became separated from the raft, and four months later,
with three or her occupants still alive, sue was pic:.ed up olf the Aus·
tralian coast.
Fohlays the norther droYe the raft before it.
At times it seemed as if the crew must give them gel ves up te a certain ao<l terrible fate.
They were obliged to lash themselves to the timbers, aud were constantly swept by the powerful seas.
After intense suffering the storm tiually abated.
They were now in warmer seas.
Day by day the wealhul' moderated. Captain Briggs one iay took
his bearings.
"We are almost on a parallel with New Zealand," lie declared. '' I see no reason why we should not sight a sail on one of
tiJ PSe fine days."
,
,
But the long looked for ani! did not seem to materialize. However,
the castaways seemed to thrive quite comfortably aboard the raft.
They had plenty of provisions, an !.I ti.Je only fear was a lack of water.
However, this was sparingly used. .And thus time went on.
It would rllquire more than words to depict adequately ti.Je Bituaticn
of the drifting casta ways.
' The brush of the artist might do better justice. It was certainly not
an enviable experience.
But there must come an end to all things.
The raft could not drift on forever. Fortunately the happening was
in favor of our castaways.
One morning, just as the sun's rays were shooting across the seo,
Pomp gave a great cry.
"Golly," be shouted, "dere am a coast lin.e!''
It required -but a single glance for all to see ti.Jal this was true. Land
was in sight.
'l'he utmost of excitement ensued.

I
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The raft was by no means an easy thing to steer. But !f,n etlort
was made to guide it toward the coast.
'.:
It required nearly a whole day for the cumbe.rsome structure to
dn ft in near to the coast.
'\ Then Barney and Pomp leaped over and swam ashore with a line.
1The raft was drawn up high and dry on the beach.
The castaway gave divine thar.ks for their rescue.
The coast upon which they had h•nded was really a part of New
Zealand.
The raft had drifted westerly as well as northerly and this explained all. It was n happy denouement of oce of the most urdu·
ous an d thrilling ,.xpeditions ever recorded.
In doe time after some thrilling adventures the party safely reached
AucklanG.
Here the sailors found a chance to ship for .Melbourne on a merchant brig. But Captain Briggs was decided to retur::1 to America with
tht> others.
.
•
A steamer bound for San Francisco was found and they secured
passage.
Three days Inter they were homeward bound on the high seas.
In due t1me San Francisco was reacheJ. Then the news of their
return spread over the country.
A great sensation was creaLed.
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People fiocked about the bnlletin boards and eagerly read the
news paper accounts of the thrilling adventures of the party.
As far as Chicago the returned explorers journeyed togethPr.
There they separated, not without some emotion. Professor Mendon and JO:ck fairly etllbracell Frank.
" We shall never forget you as our greatest benefactor!" they cried.
Frank modestly disdaimed such an honor. Then they parted.
'l'he professor and Jack went on to New York. There in th e Scientific Institute the account of their famous chase of the Hopkins
comet may be found ,
Frank Reade, Jr., Barney and Pomp went back to Rendestown.
The expedition had not been a very profitable one for the young
inventor. He bad lost his air-ship. B•1t for this be did not repine.
"I aha!! build another and a better one!" he declared.
So let us walt with patience for the next invention which will, no
doubt, be his latest and best.
,
Barney turned a dozen llip-fiapa in very joy at getting home, and
Pomp stood on his head with excess or pleasure.
"Yo' kin talk about de Sou' Pole all yo' please," declared tbe .
darky, "dere awn't no place !ike Home Sweet Home. Ain' dat so,
l'ish!"
·• Begorra, yez are roigbt," affi rmed Barney, for once disposed to
agree with his co!league. And righ: here let us stop.
(Tfm
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dealars in the U!lited Sta.tea and C:.:Jada, or sent to you- address
a full list of the language and sentiment of flowers,, which is interpostage free, on receipt of pl<lce. Fmnk Tousey, publisher, 34 and 00
esting to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happy witiJ...
North .Moore street; New York. Box 2700.
out one. Price 1C cents. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 34 and
811 North .Moore street. New Yor!t. Box 2730.
HOW TO Sl 'UFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.--A valuable book, giving
iustructions in collecting, mouuting and preserving birds, animals liiOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King Brady, the world !mown
detective. In whi ch he lays down s ome valuable and senslblo rules
an u in sects. Price 10 cent8. For sale by all newsu-e alers in the
United States and Canada, or sent to your addre•s, postage fre e, on
for beginners, aad also relates so me adventures and experiences of
receipt of the price. Aduress Frank Tousey, publisher, 34 and 36
well-known detectives. Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers
In the United States and Canada, or sent to your ad<!r'lss, post-paid,
North .Moore Street, New York. Box 2730.
on recei pt or the pric'l. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 34 and 86
North
Moore Street. New York. Box 2730.,
HOW 1'0 .MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book for making all kinds
of can<ly, ice-cream, syrups, essences, etc. Pri ce 10 cents. F or sale flOW TO BECOJ\IE AN INVENTOR-Every ooy shoul<I know now UJo
by a ll uewsdealers in the United States and Cauada, O l' sent to any
ventions originate. 'rhis book ex plains them all, giving examplee
aaaress, postage free, on receipt of pri~e. Address Frank 'J'ousey,
in electricity, hydraulics, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics,
puulisher, 31 :\nd 36 North .Moor e Street, New York. Box 273il.
'
etc., etc. The most instructive book published. Price 10 cents.
F or sale by all newsdealers in the United States and Canada, or
flOW TO BECOJ\IE a SPEAKER --Containing fo11rteen illustratlou,.,
sent to your address, postage free, on receipt of pric.:.. Addrllf:l8
giving the different pos itions rcauisite to become a good speaker,
Fra nk Tousey, publisher, 34 and 36 North .Moore street, New York.
reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from all the popular
Box 2730.
authors of prose and poetry, arranged in the moet s:.Wple and concise
manner possible. F or sale by aU newsdealers in the United States H')W TO KEEP .A WINDOW GAUDEN.-Cont.aiuing full instructions
for constr uctiug a window garuen eith er in town or country, aud
and Canada, or sent to your a ddress, postage fre'3, on receipt of ten
the most ap proved met.lwrls for 1·ai~ ing beautiful fl owers at t.ome.
cents. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 34 an~ 36 North Moore
Tb "' most Jo mplete bv~ -- of tlHl kinu e ver published. l'rice 10 cents.
street. New York. Box 2730.
F or ~a l a by all !l owsdeal ers in t he United Stn.tes and Ct\nada, or
•
s
ept to your address, poste.ge free, on receipt of price. Address
HOW '.rO DO '!'HI CKS WI'l'H UARDS.- Containin g explanations of iile
Fmn l< To usoy, pubiisher, ·34 and 36 North .Moora Street, New York.
general principles of sleig ht- of-h a.r<d applie:>ble to card tricks; of
Box 2730
card tricks with ordin ary cards,&; ..< not requiring s leight-of-band;
of tricks involving sleight-of-ha nd , or the use of 8pecia lly prepared
HOW '1'0 BECOUE A GY:\lNAST.-Oontaiuing fnlllnstructlons for all
cards. By Professor Haffner. With illustrations. Price 10 cents.
kind ~ of gymna.stic sports and athletic exercises.
Embracing thirtyFor sale by all newsdealers, or sent, post- paid, to any addreHs on
fiv e illn ~tmti'l n q , By P rofessor W. Macdona ld. A tmndy and useful
:eceipt ol price, by Frank Tousey, publiHher, 34 and 36 North .Moore
book. l'ricfl 10 cents. .For sale Ly every news<}ealer iu tile United
StretJt, New York. P. 0. Box 2730.
Statee and Canada, or will be sent to your address, post-paid, on
receipt of the prictl. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 34 and 36
North .Moore Street. Naw York. Box 2730.
BOW TO DO TRICKS.-Tbe great book of magic and card tricks, C<>utainiu g full instruction of all _the leading card tricks of the day, also
HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELEC'l'RICI'l'Y.-A rlescriptton of the
tile most po pular magical illusions as performed hy our lt'>adlng
wondllrlUI uses or electricity u.nd el ee~ro-magnetism, together with
magicians ; every boy should ~ btain a copy, as it will both amuse
full in strtlt~ti on s for makinr. Electric Toys, Batteries, otc. By George
and instruct. Price 10 cents. For srtle by ali ne wsdealers in the
Trebel, A.M. , !lf.D. Containing over fifty illustrations. Price 10
Un it ed States and Canada, or s ent to a ny address, postage free, on
cen:". l!'or salo by all newsdealers in the United States and Ca nada,
receipt of price. Address Frank 'l'ousey, publisher, 34 and 36 North
or sent to yonr addrt>~s. po~ t n.ge free, on receipt o! price. Address
Moore Street, New York. Box 2730.
l!'rauk 'l·nusey, publisher, 3.t and 36 ~orth .Moore Street, New York•
. Box 27.'lJ.
H OW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Cont.l lning all the leading conundrums of the day, am usi n ~ riddles, curious catcb AS and witty sa)'- flOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.- A useful and Instructive booK, glV•
ings. Price 10 cents. F or sale by all newsdealers in the United
lug a complete t reatist> on chem istry; also, experiments in acoustics,
8tates a nd Canr.da, or sent to your addre!fS, post paid, on receipt of
mechanics, mathematics, chemi~try, and directions for making firethe price. Address Frau!• 'l'ousey, publisher, 34 and 36 North
works, colored fire!', and ga.s balloons. This book cannot be equalerl.
Moore Street, N.e w York. Box 2730.
Price 10 cents. For sale by ..n newsdealers, or it will be sent to your
address, postage free, on receipt of price. Address Frank Tousey,
publisher. 34 and 36 Nort;J.. 1\l:oore street, New York. Rolt 2730.
HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY Is the title of a very valuable little book just published. A complete compendium of games. ~O W TO BE.COME A ._IAGilJIA'N.-Oontalnlngthegrundesta.MOrtmem
sports, card diversions, comic recreations, etc., suitable for parlor or
of magical illusions ever placed beforf' the public. Also, tricks wltiJ
drawing-room entertainment. It contains m.ore for the money than
cards, incantations, etc. Price 10 cents. 'For sale by all nawsdealers.
any book published. 80\d by all new~;dealers , or send 10 cents to
or sent to your address,!ostage free, upon receipt of price. Fra.nll
F rank Tousey, publish er, 34 and 36 North .Moore street, New York,
Tousey, publit~her, 34 an 36 North :.Moore street, New York. P . Co
and recelva it by return mail, l)ost ,paid.
Box2730.

frapk Toiisey~s flapd Books~
I

Containing Useful Information on Almost Every Subject Under the Sun. Price 10 Cents Per Copy.
_

No. 15.

No.1.

Napoleon's Oraculum and Dream Book.

HOW TO BECOM'Ji; RI()H.

Oont&iniDf the great oracle of human destiny; also the
1rue meaomg of almost any kind of dreams, t.o&"etber with
charms. ceremonies, and curious aamtts of carda. A com•
plttte book. Price 10 cents.

Thus wonderful book presents y.ou with the example and
life experience of some of the mo&t noted &nd wealthy men
in tbe world, including the aelf-made men of our country.
The book is edited. by on.- of the most 'successful men of
the present. ace, whostt own example is in itself guide
enoug_h for those who e~:ame and noney. The
book will give 7011 tbe se
· ce 10 cents.

No.2.

HOW 'J'O DO TRll:KS.
~he creat boek of nHl~tic and
tn~:~trnctioa of all the le11d iuat

card tricks. containing full
card t,ricks Of the day, al111o
the most popular mltlliCttl illusion!!! as performed by our
leading m.a.~ieiaos; every boy should obtain a copJ, u it
will both annan aud instruct. Price 10 centa.

No.3.

No. lA.

Tbe Arte &Btl wiles of fli rtation ar~ fully QXfl"ined by tn1~:~
litr.Je book. :Beaidee the various method. I o handkerchief.

~·r~,r~r.•te~r~:e·r~il;~~~~~"~r~e~ti~n~~:a!~ofl~;.i!:;~!t:l::
is interMMnc to everybody, both old and youna. You can·

not be bapJtJ witbout one. Price 10 c•nte.

HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.
methode for raisinll beautiful floweTS at bomtt . '"f~us moQ
complete book of tbe kind ever publiShed. Price 0 ceute.

HOW '1'0 BECOME BEAUTIFUL.
One of the briahtest and most valuable little books
0

e.,..

~~~~':n:O b;~~tif~~~d bnt~v~r:l~ ~~dw}:~:le~ ~~:"'s!~:t t
0

No.6.

IIOW '1'0 BECOME AN A'l'HLE1'E.
Givin& full instruction for the use of dnmb.. beliB, lndia1
elube, parallel bars, horizontal bars end varioua othc

:V~~b~j~~y0(Jfu8s~~~tf~~:. a 1:~~~;. ~~~~~1~~~~~ ~i;~t:!O,:~
containt~d

in tbil

No. 7.

HOW 1'0 KEEP BIRU!-1.
J!~~~:O:::~~~~gi!~:~:!!~ ~~?ni"no:~~ilthnegc~~J!r~~s~~:gcc~f~:~

bird , boboHnk, bla.ckbird, paroque,, parrot, etc., etc. Prioe
10 cents.

-N o.8.

HOW TO BECOME A SCIEN1'IST.
A useful and instrnctive book, ~iving a complete treatise
on chemistry; al so, experiments in acoustics, mechanics,
lll&them~tics, chemistry, ttnd directions for makina firework", colored fires. and Jt&S balloons. This book cannot
be eq,u~~oled. Price 10 cents. "

No.9.

HOW 1'0 BECOME A VEN'l'RILOQUIS'J'.
H.v Harry Kennedy. 'l'he secret given nw&J. Every intelligent boy reaOing t.bis book oJ instructions, by 4 prac t ical
srofessor (deli04htiog multitnde8 every tJilitht with bis wonerful imitatione}, can master the art, and create any
amount of tun for himself and friends. It is t he greates~
book f'.•er published, and there 's millions Cof fun) in it.
Price 10 cents.

simple, and almost eostless. Read this book and be con•
tiuced bow to become b,eautiful. Price 10 cents.

Containing fourteen illustrations, giving the different po!JJtione requisite to bttcome a a:ood Bt,eaker. reader an•
elooutinnist Also containinJC gems from all the popular
:~~b:::.~:=~::~ P~':~bfe.
~!·~~ moat aiinpJe

"'Jfri:eeto

HOW 'fO ltWE A JJICYCLE.

No. 11.
HOW 'l'O WRITI~ LOVE·LET1'ERS.
A most comolete little book. cont&inin~r full directions for
writiug Jove-letters, and wben to use them; also givinc
eueciniealetters tor botb young .a nd old. Price 10 cents.
4

No. 12.

HOW 'l'O WRITE LE'l''l'ERS 1'0 tADIES.
Giving- complete instructions for writing letters to ladies
~~:,t~ ~ub~~i~:; ths:~J:.tters of introduction, notes and re-

1

No. 13.

-

IIow to Do It; or, Book of Etiquette.
a~~~3!ot~eA;~~~~ :~tft~ ~l·b~r~~;

!tr!,•a ~:ke:!~i~r~·:~~:t·.
happiness in it .

No. 14.

IIOW 1'0 MAKI<; CANnY.
.6. oamplel.e band-book for making all kinds of C&Dd7,1oe-

.ream, errupa, eaaenoes, etc •• etc, Price 10 uenta.

Handsomely illustrated, and oontainina: full direotion1 fw
nio.tntinc, riding and managin~r a bicycle, fullr e;xnlainecl
with practical illustrAtions; aJso direction• for pickina oo•
a machine . Price 10 cents.

No.20.

How to Entertain an Evening Party.
A Tery valuable little book just published . A complete
compendium of gAmes, sports, card-diversion&, comic
recreations, etc., suitnhle for parlor or drR.wing-room entet·tainment . It contains more for the money than aDJ
book publisbed. Prioe 10 cento.

No. 34.

IIOW '1'0 "FENCE.
Containintr full mstruction for fencing and tbe Ulle of the
broadsword; Rlso instruction in arobery . Described willl
twenty .. one practicAl illustrations, K'ivinK the beetpositi'ou
in fenciu" . A complete book. Price 10 cent&.

No. 21.
HOW TO HUN1' A.ND FISH.
N o. 35 .
HOW 1'0 PLAY GAMES.
'J'he tnoJt corn~lete bunting and fishing guide ever publisbed. It contains full instructions aboui gur,s, hunting A com plete and useful little book, containing the rul•
~i~~~~ 0tf:~~;r:gg~s~.an~r~~hlOI~~:~.ether with deecrip- and regulatiDns of billiards, bagatelle, backcammon, c~
Quat, dominoes, etc. Price 10 cents.
No.22.

No. 36.

HOW 1'0 DO SECOND SlGH'f.

HOW 1'0 SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.

Helle1's second si,.cht explained by his former assistant,

Containing all the leading conundrum& of the day, amusiq
riddles. curious catches-and witty sayiu"s • . Price lOceota.

~::r1e~~~tb;t~ee~xt~~:~~~c~~; !~~ 'i1,0:b~ff~a~ott~ee:~:~~

also giving all the codes and shmals. 'J'be only authentic
explanation of second sight. Price 10 cents.

No. 37.

HOW 'J'O KEEP HOUSE.

No.23.

1.t containe information for everybody. ho)"8, girls, mea
and wom en; it will teac!h You how to make alwostanythiq
aroond the honse, bnch as parlor ornameRte, bracket'
Everybody dr~ams, from the 1ittle child to the aged maD eementB. ceolian barps, and bird lime for cakilin& birda.
and woman . 'l'bis httle book gives the explanation to all Price 10 cents.

HOW 'J'O F.XPLAIN DREAMS.

~~dd~ ~-~~1!:~s ~~:~er~m~!~~h~u~~~ka~1 f~'t~~c~ri~:Y~
-

HOW '1'0 BOX.
No.24.
~~~~ir~tf~ns:~i~~~cr~ls~ b)~~: :~~f"tb~~~~~~~~ntgp~~j~i~~~r~1 HOW 1'0 WRITE LE1"l'ERS '1'0 GENTLE·
MEN.
a good boxer. E•ery boy should obtain one of t bese useful

acd instructive books. &Sit will teacu )'OU how to box without an instrUctor. Price 10 cents.

No. 32.

.

Oivina lthe officia.l dist&ucee on all the railroads ot the
United States and Uanada. Also, table of distances by
water to foreiatn portij. ilack fares .in the principal citie,.,
reoorts of the census. etc., etc., making it Qne oi tbe wost
complete and handr b"ooks published. Price 10 centa.

~n~

No. 10,

Containing full directions for writing to gentlemen on all
subjects; also giving sample letters for mstruction. Price
10 cents.

No.25.

No. 38.

HOW 1'0 BECOlUE YOUR OWN DO(,"l'OR.·
A wonderful book, oonlaininlo! useful and pract,icAl information in tne treatmen t of ordinary diseases and s.ilm€'nta·
common to every family. A hounding in usefuiiiTHi effective recipes for general com1Jia.inta Price 10 c«>Dl&

How to Raise
.

No. 39.
Do~rs, Poultry,

Rabbits.

Pigeons and

HOW 1'0 BECOME A GYMNAST.

A nsefnl and lnstructhe book. Handsomely illustrated..
By Ira Drofraw. :'rice 10 cents.

Co!ltaining full instructions for al~ 1cinds of ~ftmnastic
apo•·ts and athletic exercises. Embr cing thirt.a- ve illustl'ations • .Hy Professor \V. Macdonald. A ban y and useful book. Price 1~ cents .

HOW TO MAKE AND SET TUAPS.

No. 26.

HOW TO UOW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.

N o. 40.

Including biota on how to catCh Moles, W~Ase1~. Otter.
Rats. SqUirrels And Birds. A leo bow to cure :Skins. Copiously illustrated. B1 J. Harrington Keene . l'rlce •
cents.

Fully i11ustrated . Every boy should know bow to row and
sail a boat. ~.., ull instructions are given in thi s little book,
together with instructions on sw1mming and riding, compan ion sports to boatina. ~ioe 10 cents. •

No. 27.

HOW '1'0 RECITE AND BOOK OF RECI·
'rA'l'lONS.
0
g~':!~injfa'e~~: F:es~cfb ~~~t~cs~~le~!~k:ei!~3ei~~ti'~i~le~~

pieces, together with many at&ndard readings. Price 10
ceota•

newsdealers, or sent, post-paid, upon receipt of price.

Box 2730.

No. 31.

HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.

No. 19.

Prtce 10 oento.

8

No •. 30.

HOW '1'0 DRESS.

No.5.

t:tltby by folJowinf th e instructions
e book. Price 1 centa.

Every boy should kl•Ow how invention• brilri.••te. 1'l.t._
book explains them All, givina e~amples in electricity, btdraulioe, lH&gnetiam, ovtics, pneumatics, meebania. ete..
etc. 'f' .a mOft iuatructive book published. Price 10 cent&

full instruction in the art of dressing t4d appearina well at home and abroad, giving the selections of
colors, material, and bow to bave thew made up. Price 10
cents:

'
HOW 1'0 MAKE LOVE.t
FRANK TOUSEY'S
:e:ibfe1 *:3v~~~~~u~s1 0..~~ c~ti~t8:tife ~g~,~:b.!!~:d~t;~t~ United States Distance 'l'ables, Pocket Com·
many curiouA and interesting things not aenerally known.
panion lllld Guide.

-

No. 29.

HOW '1'0 COOK.

No. 18.

{Orc:!l!I.Dir

J{:>£g;t:

Oontaiuiu~r

No.4.

1

unea of your friends. Price 10 cents.

No. 17.

HOW '1'0 DANCE
18 the title ef a new and hands01ne little book just isSued
by Frank 'l'ou1e7. It contains full instructions in tbe ar$
of danoiu«, etiquette in tbe ba.11-TOOID and at partie11, bow
~~::.,e~:D~~.~u1~ .~~~~~~~~~i~
oJf in all poputar

Every one is desirous of knowing what his future life wiU
bring forth , whether banpiness or misery, wealth or po.,....

=~~he~~~~i~~~~~~~f.eit g~:~~eo~;~~8ri~!1:. b1!it

HOW '1'0 BECOME AN INVENTOR.

•

~:rdt:~i~n~rtte~uil~ ~~t~~?;i~~:nt~~, ~~d8 ~~:~~:St•. ·~~o~~

HOW 'J'O l<'URT.

No. 28.

HOW TO 'l'ELL FORTUNES.

No. 42.

The Boys of New York Stump Sp-eaker.
Containing & varied Assortment of Stump Speeches, Negro.
Dutch and Irish. Also End .\l.en"s jokes. · Jnst tbe thin&
for home atDusement and amateur abon . Price 10 centa..

Address

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 34 & 36 8orth Moore Street, New York.

'

.....

Latest Issues of

Latest Issues of

12 A Nice Quiet Uoy; or, Never Suspected,
•
by Tom Teasel:
~~~n:..i~t~:'f:"~~ of His Dad, 1
t~ ~:t:~ t~~
3ti 'J'be Sbort.)'d' 'J'rip Around t.he WorJd, by Pettlr P~d
S6 Hildebrandt Jfit?.gum: or, .1\ty Qu•et, Lit,tle
Cot~siu,
by 1'em Teaael'
S1 'l'ommy llounce, Jr.: or, A.. Chip ot the Old

g; ~:~=~ ~:~

•1 Tommy Bo•nce, ,Jr., in College,
' 2 1'be Shortys Out for U'un,
by Peter .Pad
43 Hilly llakkus. tho Boy With the Llig Mouth,
by Commodvre A b-l.ook
" u Whiskers: ' ' or , One Year 's lf ua. at Bel ll,op
Academy,
by Sn.m :Sn1 il ey
4(i The Shortys Out Fishing,
by Peter Pad
46 'l'lle ShorlyiJ Out Gunnin~,
by l-'et.er Pad
17 BoU ..RoUiok, t.h~ Yankee Not.ion Drummer,
by Peter PAd
i8 Sassy Sam: or, A Booti.Jlaok's Voyage Ar&und
tbe Wo..-ld,
by Uo111ruodore Ah l.~ook
f9 'fbe Sho1·tys' Farming,
U.v Pet.er Ptt.d
60 Muldoon's Nhd1t Sohool,
by To·n 'Jleaser
61 Da.ndy Dick, the Doctor's Son: or, '!'be Villu..~ire
'l'error,
by 'L'om Teaser
52 Sassy Sam Sumner. A Seqabl t o" Sass.t tiam ."
by UommodB re Ah-J.ook
63 'fbe Jolly Travelers; or, Around. t-he We rld fo r
Fun,
_
hy Peeer Pad.
by Peter Pad
M 'l'b e :Shortys in the 'Vild West,
65 Muldoen , t.he Sport,
by Toot 'L'ea.ser
66 Oheeky and Obivper; or, 'l'h rougll 'l'liiek ancl
'.fl.i in,
hy Oo1nmodere Ah-Look
M T\'e tiard Nut.s; or. A 'l'etm of Fun 1\t .Or.
CraakAm's Ac:t.demy,
by ~hm 8miley
ti8 Tbe :Shortys' Country :Store,
by Peter Ptt.d
69 Muldoon 's Vacation,
by 'l'om 'I'ea.ser

~ 'k;:; 1!:.l\H~r~~~:;eG~t Left,

byb{.:r~t.J·~~s~~

82 Josepb.Jnmp a.nd His OhJ Bliud Nag, by Peter Pad
63 'l'wo in a Box; ot, 'I' he Long a.ud Sbort ot It,
by Tom Teas~r
64 The Sh orty Khts; or. 'l'hree Chips of l'bree Old
Blocks,
by Peter Pad
86 .Mike MoAu.im11ess: or, 'l'rn.velinll foT Pleasure,

66 The Shortys' Ob ri stmfls Snaps,
bb~~·~~t:!~e~S:cf
67 'l'be .Ho11nce '!'wins, or, 1l'be '£wo Worst Boys m
the World,
by Sam :Smiley
68 Nimble Nip, the Imp of the School,
by TGm Teaser
69 Sam Spry, tBe New York Drummer; or, Busmess
Before Plea.sure,
bf. Peter P1~d
70,Muldoon ~ut We~t.
L'om 'l'easer

bt

~~ 1~~d~~l~i~~~~-~~!.:~:uLn,

by ~·o~•~t~re~s~~
73 A Relling ::Stoue; or, Jack Ready's Life of ~""un,
by Peter Pad
U An Old Boy; or, Maloney After Kducn.tion,
by Tom '!'easer
76 Tumblin g Tim; or, Trave ling With a Circus,
b), Peter Pad
'16 Judge Qleary's Country Co urt,
by Tom Teaser
77 Jack Ready's ~chool :Scrapes,
by Pf\te r .Pad
78 .Muldoon. t.h e Scdid l\lan,
by '.fo·u 1'ect.ser
1'9 Joe Junk, the Whaler; or, Anywhere for Jfqn,
·
by Peter Pad
80 The Deacon's :Son; or, The Imp of the Villtute.
Uy Tom 'l'easer
81 Behind t he Scenes; or, Out With a New York
Comb inatien.
by Peter l'ud
S2 The Fuuny l~'ou r.
8y Peter Pad
83 Muldoon' s BtLSe Ball Olub,
by 'l'&tn 'l'easer
84 Muld oo n's J.iase Ball Club in Boston, by 'l'out
'l'enser
85 A .Bad ~ ~~~: or Hard to Orack,
8y '11om Teaser
86 Sam; or, 'l'he 1froublesome lfo undling,
by Peter Pad
87 Muldoon ' s Ba.se .Ball Olu b in Philadelphia,
by Ton::t 'feaser
88 Jimmy Grimes; OJ;, Sharp, Smart and Sassy,
by 'l'om 'l'easer
89 Little Tommy Bounce: or, Something L1ke His
Bad,
by Peter Pad
90 Muldoon's Picnic,
by Tom 'l' ea.sor
91 Lit1.le Te mmy Hounce on His Tra.vels; or, D t,ing
America for Fun,
by l:'eter Pad
82 .Bourdiug-School; or, Sam,.Bo,uer at Work llnd

93 Ne~f~~or; or, Tbe Irisll ·r~vins,
b~~l~~~~~~{eis~~
94 l'he Aldermen Sweeneys of New York.
by l'om 'J' ea.s~ "
95 A Bn.d Boy'a Note Book,
by "l~ d"
96 A Bad Boy at ~cbool.
hy "Ed "
97 Jimmy Grimes, Jr. i or, the Torment of the Village,
l>y 'J'ora Tease r
i8 Jack and Jim; or, Rackets and. Scra11et:1 tlt
l;:;chool,
by Tom Teaser
1
99"'1 he Book Ageut's Luck,
by •· l•: ...t ''
100 .Muldoon's Boa.rding l:louse,
by ' l'o m ' l'ease r
101 Aln.IOoon'A .Brotb~r Dau,
by '! 'um 'l' eu.ser
102 'fhe 'l'rn.vering Dude: or. 'rbe Comical Atfventures of Clarence ~ itz !"toy J ones. by 'f,m 'l'es.o;;;er
163 Senator \\I uldoo n,
by T om Teaser
104 'l'trn~~~~t~t~iu strel s ; or, \Vorking ~~ep~~~~;ePnd
105 The Oomicu.l Adventures of'I wo Dude~.
by 'Porn 'I'e:\ser
1

~~ ~~~~~~:: ~g: ~ge:

:::: lr.

~: ~~~~,r:: ~~ :::::;

108 Billy ,Mgss; , or, Frow One Thing to Anothf"r.
by Tom •reaser
lW Truthful Jack; or, On Board the Nancy Jane,
by •r·om 'l'flaser
!10 ~"'red Fresh; or, As G reen as Grass, by 'l'om 'fenser
111 The Deacon's Boy; Ol', 'l'he Worst in 'L!own,
by Peter Pad
112 J ohnny Brown & Co. at School; or, 'l 'be Deaon's flgy at His Old •rri cks.
b Y Peter Pad
!13' Jim, Jack and J im ; or, Three Hard Nnts to
Orack,
by 'L'om T easer

Price 5 Cents.

.Pr;ice 5 Cents.

:

HI<K:k,
by Peter P1~d
S8 TwinBi or, Which ''Vas the Other?
by :S11.rn Swiley
S9 Bob Rollick; or, WlJtt.L Wu.s He Bora. For?
by Peter Pad
40 The Sbor~ye Married and ~ettled Down.

L a test Issues of

._l _

No .

No.
43 Lost in t.be r~nnd Ot Fire; or, Across the Pampas in
tbe Electric Turret.
44 Fr1mk Reade, .Jr., and Uis Qneen Clipper of the
(J ioud:s. Part I.
45 Fra.ui< Reade. Jr., and J.i¥
en Clipper of the
Olonds. Part J l.
.
46 Sixv~~~~~!s \'~ !~u~~~l~f~~~v~~~(leool; or, :Strange Ad47 li'rank RedCte, Jr ., 1wd H1s .i\Jonitor of the Air; or,
Helping a .lf rt end in Need,
48 .li""r'H. n~ l:teade, Jr., J£xploring a R iver of 1\ol.vstery.
49 lfrank H.eade Jr., in tile ~ea of :Saud, aud His Discovery
of a. Lo~:~r. People.
50 Chased .Across the Sahara; or, The .Bedouin's Cap.tive.
61 Frank Reade, Jr., and His Electric Atr Yac..bl; or, 'l'he
Grent In ve n tor .Atuoug the Aztecs .
62 Frauk 1-teu.de, Jr., uud Hi, Gr.,.:f1Iounc1 of the Air; or,
t.lle Search for the .Mountain of Gold.
53 Frem Pole to Pele; or, E'ra.n k Head a, J r.'tJ Strange Submarine Voyn.,lla .
64 The .Mystic Bnt~~d: or. li'Y.ank lteade, Jr., and His
Overland lSb"'e U von tlle :;tal• eo 1_J1uins.
65 Frtt.llk. lteade, Jr., 10 the Ill tne Far West; or, 'l'l.te
Search tor a Lo~ Uold ~\tine.
56 FraNk 1-t~tt.de. Jr., With His Air Ship iq A sin.; or, A
l i' light Acrost tl.ie Steppes.
67 Frauk Rellde, Jr ., 1wU His .£\ew Torpedo Boat.; or,
At Wur With tbe l'$ruzi1iu." Hebels.
5R Frn.uk 1-teude, Jr ., und HiS! E lectri c Coach; or, '1'he
:Search fin tbe Lsle et Diamonds. Pnrt J..
59 Frank Reade. Jr., and His .l!!lectri c Getlcll: or, The
Sea.t·ch for the I s le of Diamontls. Part J I.
60 Fra.u k Hende, Jr., and His ~tagnetic Uun.Qarria"'e;

Fr~~~'"'ii~!~~g Ji~·!hEI~t~C Af:~l Boat; or, Lost in the
Laud ot Uri maon ::iuow. Purt I.
62 Frank Read e .Jr.'s E lectric Ice Boat; or, Lost in the
Laud of Urimso o Sno.v. Part 11.
63 Frnuk Reade.
and His En~ine of tlle C louds; or,
Olla.sed Aroun& tbe Werld iu th e ::Hoy.
64 Frank Ret~de, Jr.'s Electnc Oyclon"; or. Thrilling Adventures in Ne Man 'a Land • .Part I .
65 Frank lteu&e, Jr.'s E leotric Cyclone; or, 'l'hrilling Ad~
ventures in No llao'.s Land. Pnrt ll.
66 The Sunke n Pirate; or, lfrunk Reade, Jr.,. in Search
of a. Treasure nt the Hottom of the Sea.
67 Frank Reade, Jr.. and liis Electric Air-Boat; or, Hunt61

Jr.,

68

'l~b~u\i!~: ~~ans::t ~r~ ~~~~~·Reade, Jr,
1

0

Among the
Oowboyli -w ith bis New Electric Car11Vll.n.
69 .lfro.:n Ztme to Zone; or, Tbe \Vouderful Trip of Frank
.RtHI.de, Jr ., Wilh His Latest Air-:Ship.
70 ]frank Reade, Jr., and His .H.Iectrio Prairie l::iciJooner;
or, Fighting the 1\iexica.u Uor~:~e rl'bieves.
71 Frank .1\.eade, Jr., a.tld His Electric Cruiser of the

Ad~~ej,~ 0l'f:ic~~u~~~Y~{~~~u~~n!!~iJ~.?y z~~~rg

the
Ivory Hunters Witb His New .1£lectric Wagon.
73 Six Weekts in 1.he Clouds; or, Frank R~ude, J r.'s AirShip, the 'J'bunderbclt of tiJe Skies.
74 Frank U.eade. Jr.'s .«lect.ric Air Racer; or, .Around the
Globe in 'l 'bir(y Days.
75 Frank Reade, Jr .• and His Flying Ice :Ship; or, Driven
Adrift in the Frozen ~ky.
76 Frauk Rea8.e , Jr., and His Electric Sea. Engine; or,
Huntiug ftn a Suuken Diamond Miue.
77 1!-..rauk Reade, Jr, Ux ploring a Submu.raine 1\:IOll!lbdn;
ar, Lost at tb ~ Bottom of the S11a.
78 Frank Reade, Jr.'s E lectr ic Buckboard: or, 'l'hrilling
Ad. ve n tu res ia NortH Australia.
79 Fr~i~ k ~~~~~de)iile·: ~~~~~bt,~~r ~~:.Sea Serpent; or. :six
80 :F rank Reade. J -r.. ·e De~ert Ex -plorer; or, Tbe Underground Uir.y of t.h e S&ha_ra.
81 Frank H.eade, Jr.' s New J£1ectric Air-:Sbip the" Z ep·
hyr;" or, FromNortb to :South Around the GloUe.
PartL
82 Frauk Reade, Jr. s New Electrie Air-Ship, tbe •· Zephy r;'' o 1·, l!rom North to South Around tile Glque.
l'~rt II .
83 Across tbe Frozen Sea; or, Frank Reade, Jr .'s Electric
Snow ()utter.
' 84 Lost in the Gn~a t ..o\tlantic Valley; or, Frank Reade, Jr.,
and His Subnunine Wnnder, the'' Dart."
85 .!frank Rende. Jr., and His New_ Electric Air·Sbip, the
"Eoli~ se:" or, Fi~htin.c the Chi n ese Piratee. Part I.
86
0
1
'12

10

Fr~.n~cff~:::~r ~;;F~ ~t 1 ~~s t~eeCb~~~':;!r~~r:~s~sl~rh 'lJ.~

87 Fmnk Re!tde, Jr.'s fllippe r of the Prairie; or, Fighting
the A pncbes in the )• a.r Southwest.
88 Under tue A uutzon for a Thousand MiJ'es; or, Frank
R eade, Jr.'e WondP.rfolTrip.
89 Frank Reacte, Jr.'s Seucb for the 1 Silver Whnle; or.
Under tbe Ocean in tUe Eleotric ' Dulpbin }'
90 Frank Re ade, Jr. 's Catn maran of the Air : or, \Vild and
" 'o uderful Adve ntures 111 North An s trniia.
91 Frank Rend e, Jr.'s ~eareD. ~·or a. Lost 1\lan in His Lat.est Air\Vcmder.
92 Fra nk Rettde, J ·r., In Centra.l India ; or, The Search
For the Lost ::in.,ants.
93 The 1\lissing Islaud; or, Frank Reu.de Jr.'s Wpnderful
Trip Under the Deep Rea.
94 Over the Andes With F ran k R f'ade, Jr., iu His New
Air-:-•dth.l: or, 'Vild Aclventnres in J>ern.
95 }<""-rank R ende. Jr.'s Prairi~ \Vhirlwiad; or, 'l'he Mystbry
of tb e l:iicide n Ca nyon.
96 Und er the Yf'llow Se11..; or. Frank Reacle, Jr.'s Sen.rcb
for the Cave of PeurJs \oVitb His New ~ubmarine
Oru iser.
97 Aro und the Horizon for 'l'en Thousand Miles; or,
Fra nk Reade, Jr.'s ·w onderful Trip \Vitb H1s AirS hip.
98 Frank H.eade. Jr .'s "Sky Scrape't';" or, North and
Sou ih Around the Worlc:J,
99 Uni:~J~~.eJ~~~"J~~~~~s't f~ 1,; it~~~f~~ ~~~;~;~.:or, Frank
100 From Ooa ~t to Uo1'st; or, Frank Reade Jr:s T r ip
Across Africa in Hi-s Electric., Boomerang. ''

1

39 Young Sleuth'~ St. LouiR Oap ture ; or, Spreadin11 a
Double Net..
40 Youn~ l;:,)euth at the " 7 orld 's Fair; or, Piping a i\ lyts ~
tery of UQicttgo.
rU Young Sleut.b's 1-'ittebnr gh Discovery; or, 'J'be Keeo
Detective's Insu r ance ()UI!Ie.
-'2 Youn~ SleNtb .H. DII t.he King 'of Cro&ks; or, 'fr acking
Down the "\Vo1st 1\\un in ~ew Vork.
43 Young Sleuth in the "Lava Beds" of New York; or,
•.rue 'l'entler loi rl Di s tric~ Uy Night.
44 Young :Sleurb and t.he Bnnco Sbtirps; or, 'l~be Keen
Deteot.1ve's \\ iuoittll 1-Ja.ud.
45 \onug S teutlJ twd the Bryant Pari< Mystery; or, '! 'be
Queen ef tt1e Queer in New York.
46 A 50 tG 1 Sbot; or. Youo~ ::ileuth as a. Jockey.
47 Young S leuth nud Llle Express H.obber8; or, Ferreting
Out al\fys tery ot l.hA Rnilwuy .
48 Won by a. ~ ec k ; er, Young :Sientb's Best Race.
49 A Straia:llt 'J'ip ; or, Youug :Sleutll at tile Ame-ricas
lJeriJy.
50 .At Lon~:, Odds; or, Youn g Sleut h's LigiJr.ning F inish.

5L Y_~f~,~ci~~v;hSt~~~~,;~e,g~~~~.~v:}l ~t'i~:~k!~t·:~ecfi~e~r,
52 \ vuuj,! :SI ~ utla nnti tbe Opt: ra House l\1yat.e-r:y; or,l\-lurtlered Behmtl t.he ticenes .
53 Yenn/Z Sleuth Onder th e Docks of New York; or, 'l'he
lti ~er 'l'bieves nod the K eeu Detectiva.
54 Yo01.g Sleut.lt n11d tlte MysteriQnS Doctor: or, A lledicnl Student.'s Dn r k Plot.
55 Young Sleuth und the Rivnl Bank Breakers; or, The
Keen D etecth-11' 8 G-irl Decoy.
56 Youn~ Sleuth 's Flns ll Light.; or, The Dnrk Ml•Stery
0f a W~~Jdding Eve.
57 Yau~g :Sieutb &lid tile Murder in the ~tate · Room; or.
A Mystery of Ul e Ucenn.
58 Young Sle uth's Lou~{ Trail; or, The Keen Detective
Arter the Ja.me! Bwys.
59-Yonng ::•tlEtutb's 'l'errible Dilemma; or, One Ohlmce in
One H mtd red .
60 Youn~ Sleutll and thE' Munier at the MAsked Ball;
or, Fil!hting tlu~ Le&J:;ne ef the bevt~n D emon$,
61 Young Sleut.h 's Big Uontraot; or, Ulen uiug Out the
'l'bugs ot Baltimore .
62 Young Sleuth Betrnyed; or. 'l'l:e .!;l'nlse Deteclive's Villa.iny.
63 Youog S leuth's 'l'er rible 'fest; or, Won at the Risk of
Life.
64 Younf{ ::ileutll uod the M aB Wit,h the Diamond Eye.
G5 Youllg lSJeulb Accused; ot·, Held tor Annr.h6r s Uriru&.

~~ ~~~~~ ~l:~~~:~ t::~ Jsi~~;~e~~~~~~i.J_~~~11f<!~~~tn~:!~£i~~~~

Greatest Hnse.
·
Yonn~ Sleuth ltnd the Fen11de ~mu~gler; or, \\""orkit1 g
For .. Cucle S11.m. ·•
69 Young Sleuth 's l~ig-litning Changes; <•r, 'l'be Gold Bn ek
Gun~ 'J'l.dten ln.
70 Younll Sle uth and the Owls or· Owl .Moantaiu; or, 'J'be
Gllosts or .Blue Rid,2e '!~uver n.
71 Young Sleuth ' s Lastl:tound; or, 'l'be Keeu Detecti .. e'd
Best K11ook -Out.
·
72 Yo':'-n~ Sleutll'ri .:::harps; or, Sbt~.rp Work Amcng SIJarp
Urooks.
73 Youn~ S leuth'R Seven Si~ns; or, The Keen Detective'&
1\1HrkPd 'l'rnil.
74 Younf.~.:;Jeut b on t h e tita.ge; or, An Act Not on the

68

75 YoutH! ~leuth at Monte Carlo; or, The Crime of tbe
Casino .
76 Young ::; Iouth and. the Man with tlle Tattooed A.rm; or,

y~~~·l~ck~re~~ia~~!nt!~W~~~ City; o·r, Waltzing William 's .Oa.ncing School.
78 Young Sleuth in S iberitl; or, ~n.ving a Young American
from tlle !'rison Mines .
79 Yoi)~~P:;:t!ho~~!F.a~st. Knocked Outt er, Nell BloPdin'e
80 Youn~ Sl"'nLb a.11d Uilly the Kid Number 'fwo; or, Tbe
Hidden Ranch of "he J_Ju nh d. ndi e.
81 Young l::) leut,b's 1\ia.sto r l;:;troke; or, The Lady Detecti\•..,'s M11.uy :Mu ~ks.
82 l\lnrtl e1·ed iu a Ai;Lbk; or. Young Sleuth nt tlle F r ench
Ball .
·
83 Youug S l eu t.l1 in Pnris ; oi', The K ee n D etective and
til e Bomb-'d.'hr owe n~ .
84 Young S leuth u.nd tlle ltn.lian llrigauds: or, The Keen
Deteotive ·s GrEmtost Rescue,
85 Youn~ Sle uth 1111d a Delld i\lnn's Secret; or, The .Meastt~e in tbe ltnndle et a Dliga-er.
86 Young Sleuth Decoyed; or, The ':Vomau'Of ]'ire.
87 Young Sleut.h atld t h e ltuun" ay Uirct.~B .Boys; or, Following a Pni r of Wild New York l.·n.-ls.
88 Young :Sleuth at AtlH.otic City; or, 'l' hw Great Seaside
Mystery .
89 Young :Sientb, tile D etective in Chicago; or, Unraveliu~ :L MlU5tery.
·
•
~0 'l' be Man in t..1.1e Sufe_
; or, Young tileuth a.s a Bank
77

Dett~ct.ive .

91 Yom12 Sleuth nod ~he Phantom Detecti•e: .:>r, 'l' be
r1~ rail of tbe Dead.
92 Yonng :S leuth anti t h e Girl in the Ma.sk; or, 'l' he J~ady
Monte Urist,o or Unltim"re.
93 Young ~leut.b ~tnd ~ob e Utnsicnn Knife-Thrower: or,
l ' ll e Mystet·y ot t.h e l\lurdered Aci•l'e/SS.
94 Yo;;;,~c~I:F~~D~~~11 t~ftw~~:.ni~rJ Crime; or, 'l'he Evi95 Young Sl e uth in tbe Toils; or, The D eath Traps of
Ntnv York.
96 Yeu11g :Sleuth und the M!ser'l:i Ghost; or, A Hunt b""or
Hidden Money.
97 Young S leuth a.s n Dead name Sport; or, 'J'be Keen
Deteotives ltuse for $LO,OOO.
9H YonnJ{ ~l e ntil a.nd the Uypsies' Gold; or, Tb e Package
l\larkeU "Z."
99 Y~l!~! ~=~~~h D~~f'c;r~!~'! l:::~r;b~&~~e~?'er King; or,
100 Young ~ l e uth in tbe Sewers ot New York; or, Keen
\Vork f rolU Broad way to t.be Howery .
101 Youne: Sleuth a n d the l\tnd Bell .Ringer; or, 'J'he
Secret of t.he Old Uburcb 'J'ower .
102: Young ~l e uth's VnkHown; or, 'J'he Man
o Oame
BebiBd.

All the allove libraries are for sale by all newsdealers in the United States and Canada, or sent to your address, post-paid, on receipt
of price. Address
·

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 34 & 36 North Moore Street, New York.

P. 0. Box 2730.
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